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ARM YOURSELF AT BULWARK.COM

MORE OF THE WORLD’S OIL AND 
GAS WORKERS ARM THEMSELVES WITH 
BULWARK THAN ANY OTHER FR BRAND. 
SO WHEN YOU SEE OUR TRIANGLE ON YOUR 
LEFT, YOU KNOW YOU’VE DONE EVERYTHING 
RIGHT. BECAUSE YOU ARE ARMED WITH THE 
WORLD’S BEST.
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2016 Focus: Airport Security

For booking and more information:
Tel.: +971 (0) 4 407 2583 
Email: info@mefsec.com
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The recent increase in fire incidents, many due to the summer heat or
negligence, has led to one key question: How can we prevent these
incidents from happening? In the line of fire (p16) takes a look at Oman
where the government is taking concrete steps towards ensuring fire safety.
To support the Sultanate’s efforts, OFSEC will be held in Muscat to address
fire and protection issues, and we have a full preview of the show (p32). A
report on asset integrity management reveals how vital it can prove to be for
efficient drilling operations (p24), while Eaton Middle East offers its advice on
safe electrical distribution systems (p18).

Rhonita Patnaik, Editor 
editor@hssreview.me
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TRAINING
Atkins and EDF Energy have
partnered to open a nuclear
training academy in the UAE to
support the development 
of its nuclear leadership and
safety culture.
Atkins, UK’s nuclear

consultancy firm, is assisting EDF
Energy, the UK’s largest nuclear
generator, to export its
knowledge and skills in a
commercial environment
internationally for the first time.
David Haboubi, Atkins’ head

of strategy for Middle East &
Africa Nuclear, said, “EDF
Energy’s expertise and Atkins’
long-standing relationship in
supporting the development of
the UAE’s peaceful nuclear
programme makes this a win. We
have a deep knowledge of local
processes, people and culture
which will complement 
EDF Energy’s leadership
development programme.”
EDF Energy’s director of safety

and assurance for generation
Mike Harrison added, “The
nuclear industry is unique in its
approach to collective learning,
particularly in improving safety.
The passion among all
organisations, including EDF
Energy and Atkins, to share
knowledge and expertise is unlike
any other industry. 
“EDF Energy is the UK

subsidiary of EDF SA and we are
able to bring the experience to
bear of our French colleagues
alongside industry partners from
across the world.”
Atkins has been providing

consultancy services to EDF
Energy for more than 30 years. 

CYBERSECURITY
According to Repository of Industrial Security Incidents’ (RISI) data, cyberattacks against oil and gas
organisations in the Middle East make up more than half of the recorded instances. Meanwhile, in the USA or
other Western countries, they make up less than 30 per cent of recorded instances.
Katharina Rick, partner and managing director at Boston Consulting Group (BCG), said that the rate of

cyber attacks targeting companies in the regional oil and gas sector is notably high, compared to global figures.
In recent years, there has been a growing prevalence of cyber attacks in the region.
Cybersecurity firm Symantec reported that Trojan Laziok, an aggressive malware program, had attempted

to steal data from energy companies around the world, some based in the Middle East last year. Also, 25 per
cent of the attempted cyberattacks targeted companies in the UAE versus 10 per cent in both Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait and five per cent in both Oman and Qatar.
The dangers posed by large-scale threats are significant, given the physically expansive infrastructure of

oil and gas production and distribution. For instance, the ramifications of a successful cyberattack on an oil
and gas company in the Middle East could carry grave implications on national security. In most countries
in the region, the oil and gas sector is the main source of income for the government and accounts for 60 to
70 per cent of fiscal spending resources.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
French water management
company Veolia and OGE have
signed an MoU to build, own and
operate a hazar dous waste
landfill, recycling and
incineration plant at Jubail
Industrial City in Saudi Arabia.
The agreement, which includes

industrial and medical waste
collection and treatment services,
will reach a total investment of
US$100mn, according to sources

close to the plant deal.
The preliminary licenses to

develop the facilities have
already been obtained by OGE
and the construction is expected
to start by Q1 2017, Saudi
Gazzette reported.
Veolia will operate the

integrated hazardous waste
treatment plant that will serve
Jubail, the largest industrial city in
the Middle East. Veolia expertise
in this area will support the Royal

Commission for Jubail and Yanbu
to comply with their regulations,
standards and guidelines to
control substances emitted,
discharged, and deposited within
the industrial cities.
Xavier Joseph, managing

director of Veolia Middle East,
said, “Veolia has now become a
trusted environmental partner for
the industry in Saudi Arabia.
Partnering with OGE is in line
with our commitment to build
local alliances to bring a strong
and enduring team to deliver this
ambitious project. This
announcement our commitment
to support sustainable industries
in Saudi Arabia.”
Hisham Al Gannas, OGE

president, added, “Successful
visions are based on strong
pillars. Our partnership is the
strongest pillar in the upcoming
success in waste management
business in the Kingdom.” 

news
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Veolia to build waste recycling plant in
Saudi Arabia’s Jubail Industrial City

‘Middle East O&G sector facing wider cyber attacks’

Atkins, EDF to
launch nuclear 
training centre
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The construction of the plant is expected to start
by Q1 2017. (Photo: Cylonphoto/Fotolia)
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WORKER WELLBEING
RasGas Company Limited’s
(RasGas) offshore production
department (Shorebase) has
completed 19 years of
operations without a lost time
incident (LTI). 
RasGas Shorebase serves as 

a hub supporting the offshore
gas production operations and
drilling operations. It supports
the logistics involved with the
production of nine billion cubic
feet per day of natural gas and
the drilling of more than 150
offshore gas production wells.
COO Fahad Mohammed Al

Khater said, “RasGas has a long
established culture of safety
awareness, and our rigorous
and systematic approach to
reducing and eliminating
workplace risk has made us an
industry leader in safety
performance. This is a
testament to our focus on
accident prevention and our
commitment to maintaining an
injury-free workplace.”
Al Khater also congratulated

the company’s contractor
workforce for playing a critical
role in ensuring safety is 
a priority and maintaining 
a secure work environment in
all RasGas locations.
While the safety challenges in

the oil and gas industry are
significant, Al Khater noted,
“These accomplishments
demonstrate that working
together as a team and
embedding safety as a core
value in everything we do,
brings RasGas closer to our goal
where  ‘Nobody Gets Hurt’.”

SECURITY
Harlow International’s Iraqi
subsidiaries Al Murabit Security
Services (AMS) and Al Thaware
Security Services (ATS) have
been awarded the ISO
18788:2015 accreditation.
Both companies are the first to

be awarded the UKAS and IQ
Verify witnessed assessment on
ISO 18788:2015 in the world. The
globally recognised benchmark is
the highest accreditation in the

security services industry and
both companies are also the first
Iraqi-owned businesses to attain
the standard through UKAS.
The ISO 18788 is awarded to

security services operators who
reach the highest operational and
management standards. As 
a challenging standard, ISO
18788:2015 provides the
principles and requirements for 
a security operations
management system (SOMS).

ATS and AMS are notable
among security providers in Iraq
and 97 per cent of the workforce
is local. This ensures that their
approach to security is informed
by a unique perspective: they are
committed to building local
knowledge, skills and expertise in
the areas in which they operate.
Harlow International operates

primarily in Iraq with business
development offices in London,
Dubai and South Korea.

SMART VEHICLES
ICT solutions provider Huawei has signed an MoU
with SamTech Middle East, a regional systems
integrator specialising in smart vehicle tracking
systems, to develop integrated solutions for the
transport sector in Dubai. 
SamTech will develop customised applications

that integrate with Huawei’s connected-vehicle
solution to improve public safety and comfort
across all forms of transport including buses, taxis
and heavy goods vehicles.
The connected-in-vehicle offering is part of

Huawei’s ‘Smart City’ solution and is underpinned

by its ‘Leading New ICT’ initiative designed to faci -
litate the evolution of traditional IT architecture of
enterprises into a cloud-based model. It is a
combination of technologies that include cloud
computing, Big Data, IoT, 5G and SDN.
“The regional transport industry is about to make

a major leap into the future, with new ICT solutions
enabling increased levels of capability in safety,
efficiency and comfort,” said Safder Nazir, regional
vice-president of Smart Cities and IoT, Huawei
Middle East. 
“Huawei’s connected-in-vehicle solution coupled

with SamTech’s intelligent software delivers on a key
capability for regional smart city initiatives whilst
enabling critical control capability for
transportation and emergency service stakeholders.”
The joint smart vehicle solution offers a variety of

safety and security services such as in-vehicle video
surveillance, accurate passenger tracking, emergency
services communication, real-time vehicle health
data analysis and even allows for a host of multi-
media services for passenger’s entertainment. 
By enabling high-speed internet connectivity to

transport vehicles, stakeholders can also access high-
definition in-vehicle video surveillance to monitor
driver and passenger status, analyse driver
performance, highlight potential safety issues such
as passengers not wearing seatbelts and even allow
for swift connectivity to emergency services in the
event of a road collision or accident.

news
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Connected-vehicle solution for safer
and efficient regional transport sector

Harlow International divisions first to win accreditation in Iraq

Qatar’s RasGas
achieves safety 
milestone

ISSUE 4 2016 | www.hssreview.me
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EXHIBITION NEWS
The Annual Technical Conference and
Exhibition (ATCE) of the Society of
Petroleum Engineers (SPE) will take place in
Dubai from 26-28 September 2016.
To be hosted for the first time in the

Middle East in its 92-year history, ACTE will
be held under the patronage of HH Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, the
Vice-President and Prime Minister of the
UAE and Ruler of Dubai, at the Dubai World
Trade Centre. 
Among the new features at this year’s ATCE

are two plenary sessions, in which industry
leaders will explore the conference theme
‘E&P 2.0 – Transforming and Shaping the
Future.’ Six interactive panel sessions will
offer a chance to hear from internation and
national oil companies and service providers
on topical industry issues including talent
management, improving efficiency, project

management, collaboration and innovation.
The conference also will offer 13 sessions, a
mixture of technical and strategic in nature,
which will address challenges, opportunities,

innovative and emerging technologies from
around the world.
There will be also be a technical

programme and more than 2,000 papers were
submitted for this year’s event, of which 540
will be presented in 58 technical sessions,
covering all phases of oil and gas exploration
and production.
Khalid Zainalabedin, manager at Saudi

Aramco, and ATCE 2016 programme
committee chair, said, “SPE is privileged to
receive support from the key leaders of the
industry, and we promise our members and
attendees an exceptional experience through
the exciting new high-level sessions and the
exclusive activities at ATCE in September”.
ATCE is expecting more than 10,000

attendees, who will also have the opportunity
to visit a world-class exhibition with more
than 250 exhibitors showcasing state-of-the-
art technologies.

event news
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Dubai to host inaugural SPE technical conference in Middle East

events calendar 2016
August 2016

24-26            OS+H Asia                                                                               SINGAPORE                       www.osha-singapore.com

September 2016

5-7                OFSEC                                                                                     MUSCAT                            www.muscat-expo.com/ofsec

12-14            India Security Expo                                                               MUMBAI                            www.indiasecurityx.com

25-27            The Big 5 Kuwait                                                                   KUWAIT CITY                     www.big5kuwait.com

26-28            SPE Annual Technical Conference and Exhibition             DUBAI                                www.spe.org

October 2016

17-19             SAOGE                                                                                    DAMMAM                          www.saoge.org

18-19            Annual Middle East Firesafe & Fire Fighting Summit      DUBAI                                www.middleeastfiresafe.com

23-24            2nd Annual Health, Safety & Security Forum 2016           DUBAI                                www.hse-forum.com

30-31            Gulf Safety Forum                                                                 DOHA                                 www.europetro.com/en/gsf2016

November 2016

7-9                ExpoProtection                                                                      PARIS                                 www.expoprotection.com

7-10              ADIPEC                                                                                    ABU DHABI                        www.adipec.com

Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations, as this information is sometimes subject to change.
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SPE ACTE will be held at Dubai World Trade
Centre. (Photo: Stéphane Gallay/Flickr)
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BSIF SAFETY AWARDS
Portwest Ltd was the major
winner at this year’s British Safety
Industry Federation (BSIF) 2016
Safety Awards. The company won
the BSIF Product Innovation
Award for its Peakview Helmet, as
well as the BSIF Service Award. 
The awards celebrate new and

innovative products that will
contribute to improvements in
occupational safety and health.
In the BSIF Product Innovation

Award category, Highly
Commended went to BM Polyco
for its Pirtek Fluid Power Glove
and 3M for its E-A-Rift Dual Ear
Validation System.
The final category, the BSIF

Safety Excellence Award, which is
based on case studies submitted
by members, was won by Dorsavi
with Highly Commended going to
Acre Frameworks. 
BSIF CEO Alan Murray said,

“Delivering a first-class health and
safety product or service is
something that all of these
organisations have in common
and we are delighted to be able to
recognise this work.”

MIDDLE EAST FOCUS
Among the thousands of safety and security
professionals on hand at the ExCeL London
during the Safety & Health Expo and its co-
located events were a number of exhibitors
showing an increasing interest in markets
throughout the Middle East. 
Kim Struthers, sales manager at noise and

dust monitoring equipment manufacturer
Casella, told Health, Safety & Security Review
Middle East, that the Middle East was an
expanding market for the company with
major construction projects, especially in the

UAE and Qatar, leading to new opportunities. 
“There has been a really high focus on

monitoring dust at Middle East construction
sites, especially with events like the FIFA
World Cup in Qatar on the horizon,”
Struthers remarked. 
“The exposure at all the construction sites

has both public nuisance and health impacts.
The region has an influx of construction
workers coming from around the world and
the last thing you want after 10 years is them
coming back and saying that they are ill
because they were not protected in their

workplaces. Qatar, for example, has really
upped the ante by looking at what the
exposure issues are at the country’s
construction sites.” 
Simon Cook, sales engineering manager

EMEA and APAC for Genetec, a leading
innovator in IP-based security systems
exhibiting at co-located IFSEC International,
said, “We have a lot of high-end clients in the
Middle East and it is a huge market for us. We
have a large and growing office space, we’ve
recently hired a lot more people within the
region and it’s a huge focus for us.” 

SAFETY & HEALTH EXPO
More than 13,800 people
congregated at the Safety &
Health Expo 2016 at London’s
ExCel for three days of product
releases and networking events.
Featuring the latest

developments in safety standards
and a full programme of
educational content, the Safety &
Health Expo brought together
exhibitors from all over the world
to London to share their latest
health and safety solutions,
innovations in PPE and
occupational health solutions.

The event took place alongside
IFSEC International, FIREX
International and Facilities Show
and Service Management Expo,
with a host of new features
including The Professional
Clothing Show, which attracted
more people than ever before to
SHE Live!, the PPE, workwear
and corporate wear catwalk. 
Maintaining its interactive

approach with platforms such as
the FPA Fire & Evacuation
Theatre and the Training and
Career Zone, while three
inspirational speaker sessions

topped off an educational
programme covering all aspects
of health and safety. Headline
speakers Colonel Tim Collins
OBE, BBC news correspondent
Kate Adie OBE and British
Olympian James Cracknell OBE,
discussed how they have
overcome adversity and
challenges throughout their
careers at a packed 400-capacity
theatre each day. Elsewhere at the
exhibition centre was a mock
‘smart home’ and a new ‘Drone
Zone’ at IFSEC International.
Among the many product

launches were Canon Europe’s
eight 2MP network cameras,
unveiled for the first time at
IFSEC International, including an
outdoor 3600 endless panning
model with 30x optical zoom and
fast autofocus, and two fixed box
‘bullet’ models with 20x optical
zoom, while Siklu launched a
60GHz radio with interference-
free connectivity. 
In total, all events, which took

place over the three days, drew
more than 45,000 visitors to the
ExCeL representing a four per
cent increase on 2015.

Safety at the forefront at London’s ExCeL

Expo highlights safety and security opportunities in the Middle East 

BSIF Safety Awards
winners announced

www.hssreview.me | ISSUE 4 2016

The winners and recipients at the BSIF 2016
Safety Awards, which was held during the
Safety & Health Expo
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T he Dubai Civil Defence
(DCD) is set to launch the
2016 UAE Fire and Life

Safety Code in the coming weeks
as the UAE seeks to reduce fire
incidents in the country. Built on
the 2011 version, the updated
code has prescribed guidelines for
builders and consultants to
ensure a fire-safe environment.
Designed in cooperation with

contractors, construction
equipment manufacturers and
building experts, tough measures
including fines will be levied on
those who fail to comply with fire
safety standards.
Speaking about why safety is of

utmost importance in the UAE
and in particular, Dubai, director
of the preventive safety
department at the DCD, Lt. Col.

Jamal Ahmad Ibrahim, says,
“Dubai is not just a city. It is a
brand that means value for
investors and residents alike. This
is the reason why we need to
create a safe emirate. Not just in
terms of saving lives, but securing
properties as well.” 
When asked about a fire

incident that took place at an
under-construction hotel site in

As the emirates await the release of the 2016 UAE Fire and Life Safety Code, Dubai Civil Defence’s
Lt. Col. Jamal Ahmad Ibrahim speaks exclusively to Health, Safety & Security Review Middle East
about new clauses and amendments that have been introduced in the updated version.

ABOVE: Lt. Col. Jamal Ahmad
Ibrahim is the director of
preventive safety department at
the DCD. (Photo: Health, Safety &
Security Review Middle East)

New fire safety code
to usher in accountability

ISSUE 4 2016 | www.hssreview.me

interview
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2016, the director states that even
with prescribed rules for safety in
place, contractors failed to
understand the perils of non-
conformity to safety regulations.
“The building in question

lacked safety measures such as
access to the top floors and 
a water pump nearby.
Investigating further, the DCD
realised that the contractors did
not follow safety standards as
prescribed,” he explains.
With a new chapter dedicated

to responsibility in the 2016 UAE
Fire and Life Safety Code, the
DCD now aims to hold people
accountable for fire accidents in
the future. This means that
owners, builders and even
occupants will all be answerable
to the DCD. 
“Most times, we see that

violations occurring in homes
like children playing on
balconies, misuse of electronics
and overheating of sockets. These
violations need to be put in check
and tenants will be held
accountable,” Lt. Col. Ibrahim
warns, adding, however, that the
biggest responsibility will rest
with consultants who approve
faulty structures.

Accountability
Once the new code is in place, the
consultants will be the ones at the
receiving end if a building is
unsafe, in terms of fire and life
safety, according to Lt. Col.
Ibrahim. 
“Consultants approve a

building’s architecture and then
pass it over to us. If the

consultant does not follow the
tiniest of safety details, the
aftermath could be disastrous.
This is the reason why they need
to be held accountable,” he states. 
The new code will outline

practices that consultants would
need to follow, among which is
the requirement to employ fire
engineers who will liaise with
building consultants.
Focussing more specifically on

fire engineers, Lt. Col. Ibrahim
reveals that the DCD, in
partnership with professional
trainers, will train engineers to
become specialists in fire safety
regulations. 
“The training is mandatory

and every consultant in the UAE
will have to employ fire
engineers, certified by DCD,” Lt.
Col. Ibrahim notes. 
He also adds that the benefits

of consultants working with 
fire engineers are enormous 
and profitable. 
“Every consultant who hires a

NFPA-approved fire engineer will
receive design approvals on
priority basis. Each fire engineer

will be given a username on the
DCD system, which will help
them receive direct approvals.
However, the DCD will still carry
out building inspections and will
have final authority. If there are
gaps in the designs, the
consultants will be held
responsible,” he asserts.
Lt. Col. Ibrahim reiterates that

the code will be very much in
place and it will be the
consultants’ duty to implement it
properly. Until now, the DCD has
dealt with consultants, main
contractors, sub-contractors,
agents and manufacturers, and it
has proven difficult to hold a
particular authority accountable,
Lt. Col. Ibrahim remarks.

Quicker response times
In an attempt to move towards
efficient fire rescue operations in
minimum time in Dubai, Lt. Col.
Ibrahim divulges that the DCD is
building five additional fire
stations in the emirate.
“Our earlier response time to

reach incident sites was six to
eight minutes. Now we are
aiming to halve that response
time to four minutes. We are
redesigning and building five new
fire stations located at strategic
points so that the distances
covered are shorter and more
easily accessible,” he says.
The DCD also plans to build

fire stations within landmark
projects in Dubai and is currently
in talks with big developers. 
“There will be in-house fire

stations at Dubai Parks & Resorts,
Dubai Museum, Dubai

Investment Park, Mall of the
World and Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid Football Stadium.
These will ensure minimum
response times. 
“At the Expo 2020 Dubai site,

we will have two fire stations –
one permanent and the other
temporary,” he affirms. 

New technology in town
As the UAE attempts to go by the
fire safety rule book, the DCD is
also utilising newer technologies
that will help improve safety. 
Lt. Col. Ibrahim reveals the

DCD has initiated a radio-
frequency identification (RFID)
project that will help tackle
construction violations like the
use of unregistered and
counterfeit products.
With the RFID technology, the

DCD can monitor and control
the movement of all equipment
registered with the body. This
way, tracking and maintaining
ownership data of building
materials will be easier. Also, only
registered materials will be
allowed to be used in new
buildings in the UAE.
The DCD has strict regulations

already in place regarding the use
of fire and life safety materials.
With RFID technology in place,
safety practices will become even
more stringent and monitored. 
While the final touches are

being made to the 2016 UAE Fire
and Life Safety Code, the update
will give the country the impetus
to fulfil the UAE Ministry of
Interior’s vision of a ‘safer and
more secure country’. �

interview
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“Dubai is not just a
city. It is a brand

that means value
for investors and

residents alike. This
is the reason why

we need to create a
safe emirate.” 

Lt. Col. Jamal Ahmad Ibrahim, director
of DCD’s preventive safety department
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Oman is a booming
economy with the
construction sector

worth an estimated US$5.2bn in
2014, up from US$4.9bn in 2013,
and forecasts show that it will
continue to grow rapidly, to
US$6bn in 2016. 
But as construction activities

continue to rise and the arid
climate creates more heat, the
country has become victim of an
increasing number of fire
incidents. In the race for
numbers, safety is often
overlooked, experts agree. Also
the use of highly flammable
components in construction
materials and faulty wiring are
major concerns.
“There are multiple cases of

faulty or counterfeit electrical
wiring, which, when coupled
with cables overheating due to
high temperature, leads to fire
incidents,” say Omani
government authorities. 
Anthony Cole, technical

director at the Aman Fire
Protection Consultancy, said,

“Most electrical fires are caused
by the improper use of an
electrical cord or extension cord
instead of permanent wiring. The
other cause is the improper
termination of electrical wires or
using wires that are too small for
the electrical load. 
“Besides, the use of non-listed

electrical power strips, improper
wiring installation and the poor
quality of electrical wiring can
also lead to mishaps.”
In March this year, Colonel

Said Al Asmi, assistant general
manager for operations at the
Royal Oman Police (ROP), stated
that threats due to fire remain a
major challenge for establi shm -
ents in Oman, especially during
summer months. 
“The unorgani sed storage of

cables and inf  l a m  m a ble 
materials in many buildings raise
the risk of damage by fire,” Col.
Al Asmi warns.
The Public Authority for Civil

Defence and Ambulance
(PACDA) also notes that the rise
of construction activities leads to

laxity in safety regulations and
storage of hazardous materials in
unsuitable areas. 
It is recommended that

inflammable materials should not
be kept near electrical panels,
switch boards or live electrical
wires. “There are cases where a
single socket is used for charging
mobile phones, TVs and audio
devices via an extension cord,
thereby increasing the load,
which heats up, thus causing fire,”
a PACDA official points out.
In May 2016, three fires were

reported in Oman in a 24-hour
period, and in another incident a
week later, goods worth
US$428,570 were destroyed 
when a fire engulfed four
warehouses in Al Ansab.
According to insurance

experts, failure to maintain and
update fire safety equipment is
also another reason for fire
accidents in the Sultanate.
“The number of fire accidents

increases in summer months
because of overheating of wires
or maybe due to improper

fire safety

As increasing fire accidents continue to challenge the Sultanate, the government
is making sure that Oman emerges the winner.

ABOVE: Royal Oman Police
reveals that fire threats remain a
major challenge for
establishments in the Sultanate,
especially during summers.
(Photo: Skeeze/Pixabay)

“An adequate
number of fire-

fighting appliances
must be installed

and maintained in
operating condition

at all times in the
insured premises.”

A New India Assurance official
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In the line of fire
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storage of hazardous materials.
However, a lack of safety
precautions is the main reason
behind the occurrence of such
fire incidents,” Oman-based
insurers reiterate.
Even as new buildings comply

with safety standards, which
means being equipped with basic
safety equipment such as fire
extinguishers and smoke alarms,
a lack of awareness can be
dangerous. Failure to comply
with or understand with safety
norms can be fatal, officials say. 
PACDA also reveals that in

2015, the Muscat Governorate
recorded the highest number of
cases with 1,036, while North Al
Batinah Governorate witnessed
960 fire incidents.
This has led to the government

and authorities, along with
private players, to take concrete
steps towards the prevention of
fire accidents. 

Putting safety first
Petroleum Development Oman
(PDO) recently signed an

agreement to impart HSE
training to staff members. The
one-month programme, which is
being run in conjunction with
the Ministry of Education, will
assign an experienced Arabic-
speaking health, safety and
environment (HSE) adviser to
coach teachers and assistants on
potential safety hazards and the
correct procedures for dealing
with them. Besides fire safety, the
programme deals with electrical
and chemical safety and
housekeeping management.
PACDA has also released two

books – Public Safety and
Evacuation – for better safety
practices. Free to download,
Public Safety has five chapters
and includes tips on how to keep
children safe from any undesired
contact with electricity and water
in kitchens and swimming pools.
The book also provides

guidelines on the usage of fire
extinguishers and blankets.
Second book highlights what

must be done during accidents
and crisis. Evacuation contains
instructions on carrying out
successful evacuation, and
explains the role of rescue teams.
To make fire fighting teams

more efficient, PACDA also
carries out regular training for
personnel to deal with industrial
accidents in cooperation with
ROP, PDO and Oman Oil
Refineries and Petroleum
Industries Company (Orpic).
The training is aimed at

measuring the performance of
the handling hazardous materials
sector in managing such
accidents and the readiness of the
first response teams in the
companies operating in the area. 
Following safety guidelines is

the best way to avoid such
incidents, a PACDA official said.
“Building owners and residents

must follow fire safety guidelines
and ensure periodic maintenance
of equipment. Highly flammable
materials should be stored in
suitable places and workers
should be provided with training
on how to extinguish small fires.
Appointing a supervisor for
security and safety is also
recommended,” he adds.
Insurance companies also play

an important role mitigating
risks to life and properties. On
their part, insurance companies
in Oman like New India
Assurance and Muscat Insurance
Company have been providing
advice for safer practices. 
According to New India

Assurance, in 2015 the firm
received 71 claim intimations
under the fire and property
insurance policy, most of them
being from faulty wirings. 
“The causes for most were

mainly stated to be short-circuits
in air-conditioners, switches,
electrical panels, and other areas.
This is because of faulty
products. In most cases, this
could be avoided. 
“Out of the 11 fire incident

claims settled by us in 2015, nine
were debatable, in which the
insured had not followed safety
precautions,” Philip K Philip,
group CEO of Muscat Insurance
Company and Muscat Life
Assurance Company, told Times
of Oman, adding, “We have seen
several cases of lack of safety and
we advise all to have safety
precautions in place before
insuring their property. But often
this is not the case.”
He reiterates that regular

training on fire safety methods
must be made mandatory in
residential and commercial areas
all across the Sultanate.
As the government, official

authorities and insurance

companies continue to grapple
with fire accidents caused by
heat, experts have advised that
good housekeeping practices
must be implemented and
maintained at all times. 
“An adequate number of fire-

fighting appliances must be
installed and maintained in
operating condition at all times
in the insured premises, and in
such a manner that they are easily
accessible. Also it is necessary to
impart basic safety training to
residents to fight emergency
situations,” a New India
Assurance official advises. 
Another area of concern

during summer months, which
also leads to fire mishaps, is the
overheating of vehicles.
In a warning issued by ROP

recently, it mentioned, “Heat is
the main reason for vehicle fires,
which is the second most
common cause of fire in the
Sultanate.” It further said that
poor maintenance, negligence of
safety instructions and service
delays can be dangerous and
vehicles prone to incidents. “As
the temperature rises during
summer months, loose cables,
attached to the car’s headlights
and old wiring can cause sparks
to burst,” says an ROP official. 
In such cases, it is

recommended to maintain and
check tyres before driving as
rubber-made materials are
susceptible to heat. The ROP also
advised motorists to make sure a
fire extinguisher is always
available in vehicles.
The government is fully aware

of the importance of improving
safety. However, it is equally
important for private citizens to
be aware of the potential hazards
and conform to safety standards.
An integrated approach will lead
to a safer Sultanate. �
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For power-critical
commercial buildings
such as process plants,

hospitals and factories, a
continuous supply of electrical
power is essential. 
The provision of reliable

power in such buildings is
reliant upon low-voltage
distribution panels that lie at the
heart of the electrical
installation. The demands
placed upon these panels,
particularly as operations and
infrastructure expand over time,
leaves them intensely vulnerable
to arc fault.
An arc fault in an electrical

distribution panel is difficult to
ignore. A massive build-up of
pressure within the panel, rising
to 25 tonnes per square metre,
can lead to an explosion,
resulting in lengthy downtime.
New research conducted by

Eaton found that for a typical
food industry plant, the cost of
production downtime alone
could escalate to US$44,000 in
24 hours. Then there is the cost
of replacement switchgear and
potential legal action.
Frank Ackland, Eaton Middle

East general manager says,
“Despite these dangers,
electrical distribution panels are
easy to overlook in a safety

analysis of commercial building
infrastructure. The equipment is
generally tucked out of sight
and the prevailing view is that
the switchgear is safe as long as
it conforms to necessary
regulatory requirements.
“However, simple compliance

with the standard may not be
sufficient for maximum
protection and may require a
higher level of safety that can be
achieved with implementation
of new technologies,” he adds.

Safety requirements
According to Ackland, building
owners have a legal obligation to
ensure that the switchgear
assembly that drives processes
meets the requirements set by
the IEC, the international
standards and conformity
assessment body for all fields of
electrotechnology. 
“However, even businesses

that meet safety standards are
not immune from the risk of arc
faults,” he notes. “Over time,
energy intensive companies may
expand operations, adding new
installations onto existing ones.” 
Ackland adds that the end

result is that the switchgear
assembly can overload causing
an arc flash. “In some cases the
cause may be that the chosen

switchgear is unsuitable for the
particular application, which
can cause dangerous levels of
overheating. 
“In other cases, an arc fault

can arise from incorrect
operation, insufficient servicing
or hot or humid operating
conditions,” he warns.
Buildings with critical power

needs are more vulnerable to
power failures. For this reason,
system reliability and continuity
of power supply are vital. 
To maximise safety, Eaton

advises on two effective
strategies – first, check for any
unusual temperature rise, and
second, ensure that, in the event
of an arc fault, the event is
identified in real-time to
instantly shut down the
switchgear and minimise
damage to the panel.
Ackland asserts, “As a region

that is growing rapidly, with a
significant urban population
and diversifying economy, it is
vital that the degree of safety
and security to protect people,
business and asset is constantly
increasing. Therefore, it should
not be merely standards that
define the levels of safety we are
prepared to put in place, but
also the steps we take to ensure
no negligence in our efforts.” �

fire safety

Electrical distribution systems are an integral part of a building makeup and 
extra care needs to be taken to avoid any overload that can cause fire, Eaton
Middle East advises.

“As system
reliability and

continuity of power
supply are vital,

buildings with
critical power needs

are more
vulnerable to 

power failures.”

Frank Ackland, general manager,
Eaton Middle East
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electrical risks
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A s the UAE continues to
tackle fire incidents in
high-rise towers in the

emirates, the looming issue of
safety cannot be ignored.
It is often seen that contractors

continue to use inferior claddings
on high-rise office and residential
towers and this ‘inferior’ work is
believed to be the reason for at
least a dozen soaring fire
incidents in the UAE since 2011.
The Dubai Civil Defence

(DCD) has always taken prompt
action to ensure the safety of
residents and address the issue of
building material and bad
construction practices. In this
regard, the DCD will soon release
a revised UAE Fire and Life Safety
Code, which aims at including
strict regulations and standards
for construction consultants for
new buildings and increase the
accountability of consultants 
and owners involved in a
building’s development. 
The DCD also recently

announced a major review of all
buildings in the country to
ascertain their fire safety risk as
majority of UAE’s towering
buildings were built prior to the
most recent fire safety codes. 

Curbing the cause
Faulty and sub-standard wires

are one of the single biggest
cause of fire in buildings and this
is where the responsibility lies
with builders and contractors
who are the key influencers and
decision makers for the material
used in the construction of these
buildings. This primary target
group is often complacent due to
incomplete awareness of the
hazards of low quality wires and
cables and their improper
installation. 
To address this gap, UAE-based
manufacturer of high-quality
cables and cabling products
Ducab, in association with the
UAE Civil Defence, launched an
educational awareness initiative
titled ‘PowerOverFire’ in
February 2016. 
In the previous edition of

Health, Safety & Security Review
Middle East, we talked about the
efforts taken by both to
campaign for a fire-safe region
(Leading the way).
The campaign is primarily

tailored to educate and raise
awareness amongst electrical
distributors, retailers and
contractors about the
importance of using safety
compliant electrical wiring.
About 93 per cent of visitors,
said that they would
immediately check their homes

or offices using the UAE Civil
Defence checklists to ensure
optimal fire safety.
According to Ducab, educating

the masses and spreading
awareness is one step towards fire
safety, but sufficient importance
must be given to implementing
safety measures and cables that
meet superior standards post
aggressive testing. At Ducab,
rigorous fire tests are conducted
on the cables, carried out for a
period of three hours, at
temperatures of 950ºC and
involve assessment of resistance
to fire alone, fire with water and
mechanical shock. 
The result is Ducab’s

FlamBICC, a certified range of
low-smoke and halogen-free
cables, designed to survive and
operate during hazardous
conditions. The FlamBICC range
is third party certified by the loss
prevention certification board
(LPCB-UK), which ensures that
the products meet the fire and
safety standards required to
perform effectively. 
As the country continues to

build an increasing number of
high-rise towers dotting the sky
line, it is only right to emphasise
fire safety and ensure complete
adherence to fire safety standards
and requirements. �

fire safety

As the Dubai Civil Defence prepares to announce the revised UAE Fire and Life Safety Code, Ducab is also taking
steps to educate and create safer products to tackle fire incidents in buildings and high-rises in the country.

ABOVE: Dubai is home to more
than 900 completed high-rises, 88
of which exceed 180 metres,
according to International Bar
Association. (Photo: Bir/Pixabay) 

“The aim of the
revised UAE Fire

and Life Safety Code
is to set out tough

new measures
including fines 
for consultants 

who use non-
regulation materials

in construction.” 

Rashid Thani Al Matrooshi, 
director general, Dubai Civil Defence

20
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M ajor incidents such as
Deepwater Horizon
offshore Gulf of

Mexico in 2010 indicate that oil
and gas assets are exposed to risks
at all times. Therefore, it is
absolutely necessary that
companies have a robust asset
management system in place. 
As drilling operations happen

in frontier areas, deep water,
remote locations, high
temperature reservoirs, life
extension and maintenance
become key issue. Due to the
high intensity of drilling, oil na
dgas rigs are exposed to higher
levels of stress, which require
additional inspection. 
According to DNV GL, from

700-800 offshore installations in
the Middle East region, about 70
per cent are older than 25 years
and some exceed 40 years, while
the UAE alone has about 450
offshore installations. It is evident
that the ageing process can affect
structural integrity of offshore
installations and ultimately lead
to catastrophic incidents like
Alexander Kielland in 1980 where
123 people lost their lives.

Recently, BP conducted a
comprehensive project on asset
integrity and found there exists a
huge gap on drilling rigs
maintenance scheme, regardless
of the region or rig type. 
This article outlines some of

the key factors in management of
asset integrity in oil and gas
drilling operations and how
companies can manage assets. 

What is asset integrity?
Asset integrity is defined as “the
ability of the asset to perform its
required function effectively and
efficiently throughout its lifecycle
whilst safeguarding life and
environment”. Reliability refers to
equipment and systems working
properly. The correlation between
risk and reliability is obvious.
Undesirable events that is
triggered by equipment or system
failures can be reduced by
improving components and
system reliability.
It can be subdivided into –

Design Integrity: Ensure•
facilities are designed
according to required
standards and meet specific

operating requirements
Technical Integrity: Ensure•
appropriate work process for
inspections and
maintenance exist 
Operational Integrity:•
Ensure appropriate
knowledge and experience
and competence to operate
the plant, as intended
throughout its lifecycle

In a wider scope, management
of asset integrity means going
through the process of knowing
the asset, equipment, design and
safe operation of the oil and gas
plant, systems and the ability to
predict as to what could go
wrong. It also means ensuring
effective measures are in place to
prevent and control undesired
events. Availability of competent
personnel and adequate
monitoring systems such as
audits and inspections must be in
place to achieve the required
results. Management of all the
above will results in safe process
and ultimately secure overall
asset integrity. 
Therefore, asset integrity

requires robust systemic

oil & gas

Managing asset integrity in oil & gas drilling operations and taking fool-proof
measures can safeguard both lives and offshore installations. 

ABOVE: In the Middle East
region, about 70 per cent of the
rigs are older than 25 years and
some exceed 40 years. 
(Photo: Nesta/Fotolia)

Asset integrity
requires a robust

systemic approach
in organisations

and should be
embedded in the

organisational
structure and be

more than just
preventive or

planned
maintenance

activities.
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approach in organisations and
should be embedded in the
organisational structure, and be
more than just preventive or
planned maintenance activities. 
Both hardware and software

systems should be considered for
the proper working of asset
integrity management. This issue
becomes more important as
drilling rigs become more
sophisticated. Failure to manage
rig equipment software, in the
past, has led to equipment
damage and considerable non-
productive time, as confessed by
many oil and gas companies.

Safety critical elements (SCEs) 
To prevent any incident,
identification of SCEs and
defining performance standards
for reliability and survivability of
drilling equipment plays a big
role. In highly regulated health
and safety regimes, SCEs are
cross-referenced to incidents in
asset safety/HSE cases. 
These are the components

whose sole purpose is to mitigate
major incident hazards.
One the main SCEs in drilling

operation is blow out preventer
(BOP) that acts as secondary
control when there is an
uncontrolled release of wellbore
fluids. Following the Deepwater
Horizon incident, the BOP has

been core focus for most
equipment-related work and
since then, major changes in
relation to standards and
requirements. But the reliability
of BOP is still one of the major
concerns for drilling companies
and the stakeholders.

Regulatory requirements 
Regulators and oil and gas
operators are pushing for more
documentation and proof of
work from drilling contractors.
The majority of contractors are
continuously exposed to the
regulatory and commercial
changes, in addition to frequent
alternation of customer demands.
For instance, companies adopt
themselves with rigorous UK
regulatory regimes and must also
adopt themselves to different
standards of the Middle East and
Africa. Moreover, the workforce’s
cultural differences make this
industry far more complex than
any other, which ultimately
makes management of asset
integrity a significant challenge.
Regulatory bodies, today, have

become more oriented to asset
integrity management. The final
report on Deepwater Horizon
published by USA Chemical
Safety Board and Norwegian
Petroleum Authorities indicated
the failure of well control

equipment. Furthermore, recent
reports by major regulatory
bodies in Norway and the UK
indicate that the industry is not
meeting its targets in relation to
managing risks related to asset
integrity and reliability of SCEs.
Even though contractors follow

the regulations, they do try to
keep oil and gas companies
happy and this could lead to
undesirable consequences.
Around 10 years ago, UK’s Health
and Safety Executive conducted
function testing of SCEs rather
than auditing paper works and it
revealed functional defects in it. It
also illustrated that some of the
paperwork was prepared to
satisfy the regulator rather than
to guarantee drilling rig and
platform owners. 

Risk analysis and barriers
management in asset
integrity
Implementation of robust risk
management process and
identification of credible risks is
the cornerstone for any asset
integrity management. The
drilling contractors should
conduct a comprehensive risk
analysis on the design and layout
of the equipment to identify
potential hazards, and in
particular in relation to SCEs,
they should provide additional

redundancy or protection to
reduce risk levels. In recent years,
Bow-tie risk assessment
methodology has been used by
companies to demonstrate their
robust risk control regime and
indicate various barriers
including SCEs. Bow-tie
methodology indicates that the
all foreseeable risks are managed
rather than just analysed. In fact,
Bow-tie links a company safety
management system and the risk
assessment and an audit can
easily reveal evidence of
competence assurance and asset
integrity, proving that managing
major incidents based on reality
and owned by workforce. 
Failure mode effect and

criticality analysis (FMEA) is also
widely used in design and
construction stages of drilling
rigs. Such risk assessment
methodology give an opportunity
for equipment manufactures and
drilling rig crew to know the
equipment design, operation and
maintenance and prescribe
tangible control measures to
enhance the rig reliability and
reduce the associate risks. Such
risk analysis is critical for highly
automated and complex systems. 

Low oil price scenario
The recent downturn in the oil
and gas industry and low oil

oil & gas
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Finding competent people for running and
maintaining assets became a big challenge for
drilling industry. (Photo: corlaffra/Fotolia)
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price has significant impact on
maintaining assets. Typical
management reaction in current
challenging economical
conditions is to cut
maintenances costs or contain
them. The KP3 inspection on
2008 by UK Health and Safety
Executive indicated cost cutting
on asset integrity started
following decline in oil price.
Furthermore, previous
downturns in oil and gas
industry have witnessed
experienced staff laid off, which
resulted in asset specific
knowledge being lost forever.
Therefore, the ability of any
company to determine the best
time to do the maintenance, in
safe and efficient way has become
more important than before.  
Given that maintenance costs

in offshore exploration and
production operations are much
higher compared to onshore
activities, companies should

maintain a balance between
safety, extending asset service life
and costs. Therefore, using
advanced technology and related
software is much necessary to
help to schedule maintenance
and avoid unnecessary costs. 
Based on industry norms,

predictive maintenance only cost
15 per cent of maintenance after
breakdown and preventive
maintenance are typically 50-60
per cent less than breakdown
maintenance costs. 
Computerised maintenance

management system (CMMS)
can assist oil and gas companies
to manage their maintenance
activities and achieve asset
integrity management objectives.
In this regards, ‘Asset Integrity
Dashboard’ software assists
companies to manage their asset
integrity with consideration of
related costs. The software is
capable of monitoring drilling
parameters, predicting critical

asset failures, and providing
insight into the overall health of
the rig with immediate feedback
to operation, maintenance and
management personnel.

Human asset
Drilling, per se, poses a great deal
of challenge between personnel
interaction, technology and
organisation. For instance, a
driller should monitor the
screens and gauges, control of the
well, lead the works on rig floor
and deal with automated
equipment in his cabin. Human
errors can play a significant role
in equipment failures. Moreover,
finding competent people for
running and maintaining assets
has now become a huge challenge
for drilling industry. 
Following Deepwater Horizon
incident, significant efforts and
capital have been invested to
establish innovative simulator-
based training centres and

competency assurance
programmes. But oil and gas
industry downturn has led to the
dismissal of large number of
skilled workers due to shortage of
exploration activities. An asset
integrity management should be
embedded in an organisational
structure because it is crucial.

Key performance indicators
“If you don’t measure it, you
can’t manage it”. The key
performance indicators (KPIs)
can measure and show drilling
contractors how valuable asset
integrity is in an organisation.
Typical KPIs are the number of
raised non-conformities and
improvement suggestions in
relation to asset integrity,
number of inspections, audits,
implemented remedial actions,
awareness trainings, breakdown
and preventive maintenances,
apart from risk analyses sessions. 
Due to regulatory and

customers requirements, ageing
of assets, downturn in oil and
gas industry, asset integrity has
become a significant challenge
for oil and gas drilling
contractors. A robust asset
integrity management could
prevent major incidents during
oil and gas drilling operations. �

By Shahram Vatanparast
MSc., CFIOSH, FIIRSM from
Loughborough University with
MSc degree in occupational
health and safety management.
Currently, he is working as a
freelance QHSE consultant in
both onshore and offshore fields.

oil & gas
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On the evening of 20 April 2010, a
gas release and subsequent
explosion occurred on the
Deepwater Horizon oil rig working
on the Macondo exploration well
for BP in the Gulf of Mexico.
(Photo: Wikimedia Commons)
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In the wake of increasing terrorist
attacks all over the world,
security has taken prominence.

Heightened global tensions and
limited number of security
personnel poses serious challenges
to a country. But the good news is –
in this age of digitalisation, video
surveillance can help shield man
and properties from disasters.
Offering complete CCTV

solutions and catering to multiple
industrial sectors, Dubai-based
security solutions company
AgilityGrid speaks to Health,
Safety & Security Middle East 
on how it aims to make the
region a safer place.
CEO Costa Bouloukavas

reveals that AgilityGrid is, for the
first time, looking into
transportation surveillance that 

is fast gaining ground globally. 
“We are looking to create 

a system that studies behavioural
changes. This means we do not
just track the ‘suspect’, but we
read their body language as well.
The software will have an input
table of normal and abnormal
behaviour, which can help
authorities narrow down 
on targets.”
Talking about their new

offerings, AgilityGrid has now
brought to the fore its Snap
technology for highly sensitive
environments.
“We have initiated Snap FMx

and Force Multiplier. Snap FMx
gives operators the tools to
respond more effectively to
incidents and pursue subjects
throughout large IP camera
networks. With Force Multiplier,
tracking a target becomes faster
and seamless. 
“Technically, a lot of data is

amassed during recordings. But
most of the times, we do not
know what to do with the data.
Also, a lot of software do not
record frame to frame events. The
users of Force Multiplier can
navigate through both live and
archived streams, including both
forwards and backwards in
archives to aid forensic
investigation – thereby
performing virtual walkthroughs
of remote sites to determine the
flow of incidents, without
actually going to the site.”
Together with VMS platforms

including Milestone XProtect
Corporate, Avigilon Control
Center and Genetec Security
Center, Snap FMx provides an
operator the experience to 
track with continuity and
certainty, both live and for
incident reviewing.
The features include patented

tracking algorithms; video
pursuit of individuals through
large sites; learning physical
relations or overlaps between
cameras to track a person from
one camera to another; show all
available views (cameras) and
display in one monitor and then
automatically shows where to
look next; export AVI video of
the tracked target from all
cameras as one single movie;
follow several targets at the same
time. The software supports
video management systems,
which currently include
Honeywell’s DVM, Milestone
XProtect Corporate, Genetec
Security Center and Enterprise,
and DVTel Latitude.
Talking about the recent

market downturn affected by oil
price, Bouloukavas is of the
opinion that even with budget
cuts, security is still a big market
because of the times we live in. 
“Security, in the Middle East,

will remain a big part of the
national budget. These are tough
economics times but we have
Expo 2020 Dubai and 2022 FIFA
World Cup Qatar that will keep
the sector busy.” �

ABOVE: Bouloukavas spoke
about the unique solutions that
the company is offering
worldwide and in the Middle East.
(Photo: AgilityGrid)

“Even with
budget cuts

subject to lower
oil prices,

security is still a
big market

because of the
times we live in.”

Costa Bouloukavas, 
CEO at AgilityGrid

AgilityGrid CEO Costa Bouloukavas speaks about its new Snap surveillance system, which is
both unique and cost-effective, and why it is ideal in today’s scenario.

‘Smart surveillance 
can protect us better’
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The heavy machinery sector
in the Middle East region
has been witnessing fatigue

and stress in drivers due to
increased project pressure, and
drivers frequently work more
than the specified number of
hours. With increased
competition, companies may not
be willing to cut man hours.
Therefore, Volvo Trucks has taken
steps to fight driver fatigue by
introducing and revamping safety
technology in all its trucks. 

Dynamic steering 
With Volvo dynamic steering, the
effort to steer is drastically
reduced, making the job easier
and safer while minimising the
strain on the muscles. 
It is ideal for construction

trucks where rough terrains,
heavy loads and challenging
manoeuvring at low speeds are
part of the job. An electric
motor is attached to the steering
gear, which works with the
hydraulic gear. At low speeds, it
replaces the driver’s muscle
power and the truck can be
steered without any effort.
At its demonstration centre in

Swedish city of Gothenburg,
Volvo Trucks showcased some of
the health and safety features that
can lead to better driver comfort. 
The Volvo FMX series has a

robust exterior, an ergonomically
sound interior and efficient
technology that makes the
driver’s job easier.

Apart from the dynamic
steering, the new features in
Volvo Trucks also include: 

Optimised rear axle pressure
Most construction trucks drive at
least half of the time unladen.
Normally, this is a bumpy ride
with a lot of vibration propagating
through the chassis. However, this
may not be the case with air
suspension, which provides a
smooth ride – thereby saving the
driver, the truck and the cargo
from unnecessary wear. The air
suspension is specifically designed
for construction trucks, and is
now also available for 4×4, 6×6,
8×6 and 10×6 configurations.

I-Shift gearbox
The new F-gen I-Shift with
crawler gears provide stress-free
driving, great fuel economy and
easier manoeuvring due to a host
of intelligent gear-shifting
software functions. I-Shift with
crawler gears is available for
Volvo Trucks’ 13- and 16-litre
engines in the Volvo FM, Volvo
FMX, Volvo FH and Volvo FH16. 

Rear air suspension in
combination
The new option of combining air
suspension on the rear axle with
driven front axle improves the
drivability in trucks with all-
wheel drive. While leaf springs
are designed for heaviest weights,
air suspension has the flexibility
to adjust to the actual weight of

the load. This leads to improved
handling, less effort from the
driver and reduction in the wear
on the truck and the road surface. 

Tandem axle lift
Raised drive axle leads to lower
fuel consumption. The Volvo FM,
Volvo FMX, Volvo FH and Volvo
FH16 are now available with the
all-new Tandem axle lift, a feature
that allows the rearmost drive axle
to be disengaged and raised when
you unload. Just like a tag axle
would, this greatly improves the
turning radius and reduces the
fuel consumption – by up to four
per cent when unladen.

Automatic traction control
If the driver is manoeuvring in
extreme terrain, they need a truck
with a driven front axle or all-
wheel drive. Automatic traction
control (ATC) is a new feature that
automatically engages the front
axle, but only when it’s needed and
helps avoid getting stuck. 

Increased front axle load
In the case of construction
machineries, load capacity plays 
a big role and every extra tonne
carried translates into better
profit margins. This also incre -
ases productivity and greater
flexibility. Volvo Trucks has risen
the load capacity of the front
suspension from 18 to 20 tonnes
for dual front axles. And the
driven front axle can now handle
loads of up to 10 tonnes. �

occupational health

Volvo Truck’s new and improved features can help tackle driver fatigue, common
in heavy machinery industry, and thereby increase efficiency.

ABOVE: The Volvo FMX series
includes the new F-gen I-Shift
gear, touted to be the most
intelligent gearchanging system
invented for distribution,
construction and long-haul
operations. (Photo: Volvo Trucks) 
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Enhancing the driver 
experience
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Dr Jukka Takala and Boon
Kiat Tan, of Singapore’s
Workplace Safety and

Health Institute, have estimated
that, every year, more than
940,000 people are exposed to
silica dust at work in the Middle
East and about 250 people die
every year due to lung cancer
caused by that exposure.
Silica is a natural substance

found in stone, rocks, sand and
clay, as well as construction
materials like bricks, tiles,
concrete and plastic composites. 
It is safe if left alone. But

construction activities can release
silica dust in the air, which can be
harmful and lead to lung cancer,
silicosis, emphysema and
bronchitis. This is why silica is
the current focus of IOSH’s No
Time to Lose campaign. 
The drive, which began in

November 2014, has already
focused on diesel engine exhaust
emissions and solar radiation.
Now the current focus of the
campaign is to raise awareness of
the harmful effects of silica dust.

Controlling exposure
Activities such as laying ballast,
sweeping up, cutting concrete,
bricklaying, tunnelling and stone
working can create silica dust and
construction workers, digger
drivers, engineers, grinding

operatives, sandblasters, tunnel
workers and welders are at a
heightened risk. The good news is
that it can be controlled. 
Companies can look at cutting

down the risks by considering
what activities involve working
on materials that contain silica at
the design stage or start of a new
project. For example, if a new
building is being designed, one
needs to make sure that it
includes pre-built recesses for
plumbing, gas and electric wiring
so there is less need to cut or drill
masonry and concrete during the
construction phase. It is also
better to use a different product
which does not create a harmful
dust. For example, organisations
can substitute olivine for silica
sand in abrasive blasting. 
If one cannot avoid exposure

to silica dust, the next step is to

monitor or assess the exposure
and identify the jobs and tasks
that need better controls. In a
workshop or factory, it is
recommended to use water
suppression on fixed machinery,
hoods or enclosures to contain
the dust, and local exhaust vent il -
ation to extract the contaminated
air at the point it is produced. 

Respiratory protection
In many cases, it is not possible to
cut down dust. So if air sampling
shows that there is still too much
dust, there is a need to wear
personal respiratory protection.
When used, it must fit the wearer
properly to be effective. Individual
factors need to be taken into
consideration during respiratory
protective equipment (RPE)
selection including the medical
fitness of the wearer, and their
facial and physical characteristics. 
IOSH’s No Time To Lose

campaign is calling for businesses
to pledge for action and many
have already signed up for the
cause including Al Hammadi
Hospital in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
IOSH also offers free practical
advice and resources for
organisations to enable them to
protect workers. �

For more information, visit
www.notimetolose.org.uk

The Institution of Occupational Safety and Health’s (IOSH) ongoing campaign is currently focusing on
how to tackle harmful effects of silica dust exposure, which is one of the major causes for cancer,
with expert advice from president Dr Karen McDonnell.

ABOVE: If workers use hand-held
power tools, it is advisable to use
tool-mounted ventilation or water
suppression. (Photo: IOSH)

IOSH has identified
that a lack of

understanding or
awareness of silica
dust as a hazard is

a common cross-
industry barrier to

effective control 
of the issue.

Don’t brush off

occupational health
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Oman Fire Safety and
Security Expo (OFSEC)
2016 will bring together

local and international exhibitors
who will showcase their avant-
garde solutions, latest
technologies and innovations,
and cost-effective products. Their
services are expected to meet the
requirements of governments,
businesses, industrial and
commercial entities, aviation,
construction, infrastructure,
transportation, manufacturing,
oil and gas and utilities sectors.
Dynamic economic and

infrastructure development in
Oman and the region has made
the Middle East one of the most
vibrant safety and security
markets in the world, with a
growth rate of over 10 per cent
annually, since 2012. According
to a recent research by G4S, there
is a diverse demand for fire, safety
and security equipment, ranging
from the smallest of businesses to
large corporate and home-users.
According to the organisers

Muscat Expo, OFSEC is designed
to meet the needs of the local,

regional and international
markets by linking practitioners,
suppliers, distributors and
manufacturers from the fire,
safety and security industry, with
key decision makers from the
government and private sectors,
making it a definitive networking
platform, where new projects and
partnerships are initiated and
visionary objectives are
implemented. This event also
aims to create synergy and
strengthen the collaboration
between the authorities and 
the industries.
The three-day exhibition is

expected to attract participation
from a large number of
exhibitors and representation
from over 30 countries, 
with a slew of product and
service launches. 
OFSEC has collaborated with

government bodies, leading
industry associations, research
partners and specialists to
establish the exhibition that
caters to the entire fire, safety and
security sectors, making it an
imperative convergence point.

The expo is aligned with the
demand and supply of the
market across the board of
industries to share best practices,
tackle challenges, and explore
break through methods for 
the integration of safety and
security technologies.
The exhibition will also

highlight a wide spectrum of
products and services from the
fields of commercial security,
emergency rescue, homeland
security, crisis and risk
management, fire and protection,
information security, critical
infrastructure, transportation
safety and security, hazard and
disaster management.
The exhibition is expected to

lay the foundation and be the
gateway to current and future
market trends in the fire, safety
and security sectors for industry
professionals to communicate,
share ideas, identify solutions,
operate effectively and efficiently. 
OFSEC will also confluence

and strengthen business engag -
ement and encourage investment,
the organiser asserts. �

events

Oman Fire Safety and Security Expo (OFSEC) 2016 is designed to meet the local and international
requirements, and strengthen collaboration between authorities and industries.

The Middle East has a fast-
growing safety and security
market with a growth rate of 10
per cent annually, since 2012, a
recent G4S report showed.
(Photo: Prathaan/Fotolia)

The exhibition will
be the gateway to

current and future
market trends in

the fire, safety and
security sectors.
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Converging fire safety
and security in Oman
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More than 3,500 refining
and petrochemicals
industry professionals

from 30-plus countries will
converge in Bahrain from 26-29
September 2016 for the 10th
Middle East Refining &
Petrochemicals Conference and
Exhibition (Middle East
Petrotech 2016). 
Held under the patronage of

Bahrain’s Prime Minister HH
Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al
Khalifa, Middle East Petrotech
2016 aims to play a significant
role in the development and
transfer of downstream
hydrocarbon technology in the
region. It has incorporated a
four-day high level conference
organised by a committee of
NOCs, IOCs and major service
providers, and a parallel 
three-day exhibition organised by
Arabian Exhibition Management.
Bakheet Al-Rashidi, Middle

East Petrotech 2016 chairman and
CEO of Kuwait Petroleum
International, said, “The
conference theme ‘Teaming Up for
Excellence: Industry, Government
and Education’ is focused on the
symbiosis between downstream
oil and gas professionals,
government officials and those
active in the education and
training fields. The synergy
between these sectors will lead to

the advancement of the
downstream industry through
maximisation and exploitation of
oil and gas resources,
implementation of best practices
and benchmarking utilisation.
“Understanding the latest

developments and trends in the
global economy and future shifts
in market dynamics is of vital
importance. Top management
and economists will discuss
possible ways forward in an
uncertain world at Middle East
Petrotech 2016.”
Optimising the best return on

assets will also be a focus of the
conference, through energy
conservation, new tools for the
successful completion of projects,
operational excellence and
encouraging a culture of
reliability and efficient
turnaround maintenance. 
Health, safety and environment

(HSE) will be showcased in a bid
to encourage the creation of a
culture of plant safety and

environmental practices to help
ensure that future generations are
safe and healthy. 
The pre-conference forum, on

26 September at the Ritz Carlton,
Bahrain Hotel & Spa, will discuss
the vital roles of industry,
education and government across
three sessions, and will be
followed by the conference
opening ceremony, which will
begin with welcome address by
Bahrain’s minister of oil Shaikh
Mohammed bin Khalifa bin
Ahmed Al Khalifa. 
Over the next three days, the

conference will feature 63
technical sessions with insights
on case studies, best practices and
industry advancements across
nine distinct tracks: operational
excellence, plant reliability and
integrity, project challenges,
energy management, HSE and
risk management, smart plant
and technology, market
intelligence, catalyst management
and people development. �

ABOVE: In 2014, the 9th Middle
East Petrotech attracted a total of
3,645 trade visitors and
conference delegates. (Photo:
Middle East Petrotech 2016)

A series of ‘Meet the
Experts’ sessions

will provide
delegates with the

opportunity to
meet, consult and

learn from decision
makers on key

topics including
hydrotreating
process, fired

heaters and
reforming process.

Middle East Petrotech 2016 will address health and safety issues in the downstream industry, besides
focusing on energy conservation and operational excellence.

HSE at the core of Bahrain’s
biggest refining event
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Dubai Municipality
celebrated the launch of
Safe and Healthy Summer

Campaign on 2 June 2016. 
In effect until August, the

campaign is aimed at spreading
occupational health and safety
guide related to heat stress and
the risk among workers. Soaring
temperatures and mounting
humidity levels have led to heat
exhaustion and the effects can be
felt even while staying indoors.
At the event, Raed Al Marzouqi,

head of occupational health and
safety at Dubai Municipality,
spoke about the steps that need to
be taken to avoid heat stress
among workers. “It is important
that we specify guidelines for
those who work outside in high
temperatures to understand
hazards related to heat,” he says.

Some of the summer safe
guidelines entailed in the
programme include: 
• Conduct heat stress training and
workshops

• Monitor urine colour to check
hydration level

• Maintain a well-balanced meal
and water intake

• Importance of clothing, midday
breaks and acclimatisation

• Precautions to be taken to avoid
heat-related illness 

Choosing the right hydration
drink is also necessary, Al
Marzouqi points out. He
elaborates that the right
hydrating drink must contain
necessary electrolytes like
sodium, potassium, magnesium
and calcium. “Also ensure that
tasty drinks are encouraging as 
bad taste can lead to nausea 
in workers,” he instructs.
The campaign also laid out the

challenges of heat stress and how
to prevent them. Few of them
include heat cramps, heat
exhaustion and heat stroke. Apart
from fighting heat-rel a ted illness,
the campaign also talked about
how to prevent fire incidents and
the correct use of first aid.

Workplace stress
In April this year, Dubai
Municipality, along with
International Labour
Organisation (ILO), held
‘Workplace Stress – A Collective
Challenge’ workshop.
In the year 2014-15, 60 per cent

of the stress among workers was
recorded to be work related. Al
Marzouqi pointed out that stress
is needed at an optimum level
but not to the point where it
breaks a person. 
Stress is one of the most

challenging issues at a workplace,

which represents potential risk in
the field of occupational safety.
The impact of stress on health
can vary according to individual
response. However, high stress
levels can contribute to
developing health-related
impairments, including mental
and behavioural disorders such as
exhaustion, burnout, anxiety and
depression, as well as other
physical impairments such as
cardio-vascular disease and
musculoskeletal disorders. There
are also emerging coping
behaviours such as alcohol and
drug abuse, smoking, unhealthy
diet, poor sleep, and their relation
with an increasing rate of
workplace accidents and non-
communicable diseases.
Dubai Municipality has

understood and identified the
need to mitigate risks for a safer
and healthier workplace.
“Our attempt is to discuss the

different levels of stress and how
everybody is participating in
lowering stress levels – directly
or indirectly. We are trying to
fulfil our commitment towards
the different categories of
employees in the society. We are
looking to adapt best practices,
trying to ensure that we are in
accordance with the
international standards.” �

events

Dubai Municipality, in collaboration with Dubai Civil Defence, recently launched a three-month summer
campaign to create awareness related to heat stress. The organisation is also taking efforts to tackle
workplace stress along with ILO.

ABOVE: Al Marzouqi speaks at
the Safe and Healthy Summer
Campaign. (Photo: Dubai
Municipality)

“The campaign,
launched in June

2016, aims to
ensure that

companies follow
safe summer

guidelines for better
productivity from

workers.”

Raed Al Marzouqi, head of
occupational health and safety at

Dubai Municipality

Stop
stressing
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G iven the trend in
reduced global demand,
depressed pricing and

oversupply looming over the
international oil and gas sector,
Saudi Arabian Oil & Gas
Exhibition (SAOGE) 2016 is set
to address the need for
innovation, asset optimisation
and efficiency in the sector to
secure and ensure healthy
refining margins. 
According to the event

organisers, with planned
international investment
opportunities, sector restructure
and privatisation as well as the
divestment of Saudi Aramco
assets, the Saudi Arabia oil and
gas industry is set to play a key
role in mitigating the Kingdom’s
exposure to global hydrocarbon
fundamentals risk. 
The 8th edition of SAOGE,

hosted in Dammam, under the
patronage of the Governor of the
Eastern Province, HH Prince
Saud Bin Naif Bin Abdulaziz,
aims to provide a platform for
local and international 
industries to assess the key
fundamentals and drivers forging
the global markets.
The event is expected to bring

together more than 250 private

and public companies, research
institutions and government
agencies, in a gathering of all the
oil and gas leaders working in the
Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia. 

International platform
Founded in 2008, SAOGE has
enjoyed steady growth over the
past eight years with a successful
23 per cent year-on-year annual
growth rate, both internationally
and from within the Kingdom,
the organisers stated. 
In 2015, the show attracted

7,953 visitors. In the past seven
years, SAOGE has played host to
more than 1,000 companies 
from 50 countries, with 40 per

cent of exhibitors from the GCC
and 60 per cent of exhibitors
from other nations. 
This year, the three-day event

will be conducted concurrently
with the Machine Tools Exhibition
(MTE), which is expecting more
than 100 companies from more
than 20 countries, the event
organisers added.
A strong international presence

is also expected at the event with
68 per cent of participation from
international attendees.
Participants from countries
including China, Egypt, France,
Germany, Italy, South Korea,
Russia, the UAE, the UK and the
USA are expected at the event. �

ABOVE: SAOGE 2015 attracted
around 7,953 visitors. (Photo:
SAOGE)

This year, the 
three-day event will

be taking place
concurrently with
the Machine Tools
Exhibition (MTE).

Saudi Arabia’s premier oil and gas exhibition, to be held from 17-19 October, aims to provide a platform for
industry players to discuss and critically evaluate commercial and technological innovations, against the
backdrop of depressed crude prices.

SAOGE 2016 set to
tackle hydrocarbon challenges

www.hssreview.me | ISSUE 4 2016
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The Occupational Safety + Health Exhibition for Asia (OS+H
Asia) will return for its tenth edition from 24-26 August 2016 
in Singapore.

With safety at work, health-maintaining working conditions and a
healthy workforce fast gaining momentum as paramount initiatives for
all companies particularly within ASEAN member countries, OS+H
Asia 2016 will present the latest in occupational safety and health
solutions, technologies and products across diverse industries and
sectors that are more current than ever. Based on the success of the last
event in 2014, the 2016 event will feature three enhanced focus areas
namely safety, security and health at work. 
“These three established themes have traditionally been OS+H Asia’s

focal points, but in 2016, you will see an enhanced presentation of
safety monitoring and surveillance systems, solutions for work safety at
high risk areas, industrial first aid equipment, ergonomically designed
work solutions and environmental and fire protection gear among
many others, in keeping with current trends and oriented towards the
needs of the core target groups from corporate safety and the health

management sector,” said Gernot Ringling, managing director at 
Messe Düsseldorf Asia.
In view of the changing work landscape occurring all over the world

as companies strive to raise OSH standards, technology development
championing workplace safety and health alongside all measures of
action are becoming increasingly significant, according to Ringling.
“OS+H Asia is a unique platform that provides significant impact in

helping companies improve their safety and health standards and in
developing a proactive and preventive approach to safety and health in
the workplace,” he added.
Over the last few years, many ASEAN member countries have made

rapid progress in raising OSH standards as governments in the region
step up workplace safety policies. 
For OS+H Asia 2016, the growing demand for workplace safety and

health products and solutions, fuelled by the government and
industry’s heightened call for companies to achieve a zero-harm and
accident-free state, will be reflected at the trade fair with more than 200
international exhibitors and leading brand names. �

events

enhance safety practices

CRUDE STORAGE
Tank World Expo 2016, the tank storage event
for the Middle East and Africa region,
brought together bulk liquid storage
industry’s key players from over 45 countries,
with more than 1,200 visitors, 85 suppliers
and 18 speakers over a span of two days. 
The show, which took place on 12-13 April

2016, achieved an increased footfall, with
major companies such as Fujairah Oil
Terminal, Emirates National Oil Company
(ENOC), Galana Refinery Terminal SA, Hajar
Oil, Port of Salalah and VTTI Fujairah
Terminal in attendance. The show also
witnessed discussions on safer storage of
crude and maintaining regular safety checks
in oil terminals. 
However, analysts maintained that even

with lower oil prices, the efforts to maintain
and increase storage cpacity across Middle

East and the world have not slowed down.
Following the success, developments are

underway for 2017 which will see the show
rebranded to StocExpo Middle East Africa.
According to organisers, this is in line with the
world’s largest and most recognised tank
storage exhibition StocExpo (Rotterdam &
Antwerp), giving the show the recognition it
has earned over the last three years.
Nick Powell, StocExpo & Tank Storage

portfolio event director, said, “We acquired
Tank World Expo less than a year ago, and
then proceeded to merge it with our own
event, Tank Storage Middle East. The results
have been outstanding, managing to attract
many more visitors to an already established
show, which is a phenomenal achievement.
We are thrilled for making the show such a
success. The feedback from visitors and
exhibitors has been fantastic.”

Tank World Expo 2016 also had an
expanded show floor, with many exhibitors
using the show to launch products to the
Middle East and African markets. 
Alec Keeler, managing director at Loadtec

Engineered Systems, added, “Once again
Easyfairs have organised a high quality show
with high quality visitors. It is worthwhile and
a regular event in our diary.”
Powell concluded, “It is great to be part of

such a vibrant show, and we are already deep
in our planning to make 2017 even better. 
“In fact, I can officially announce that Tank

World Expo is rebranding, and will now be
StocExpo Middle East Africa, meaning that it
further aligns with our current portfolio of
events across the world.”
StocExpo Middle East Africa will take place

again at the Dubai World Trade Centre on 
26-27 April 2017.

Tank World Expo grows, rebrands itself to StocExpo Middle East Africa

OS+H�Asia�to
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G ulf Safety Forum is
jointly organised by the
Gulf Organisation for

Industrial Consulting (GOIC)
and Euro Petroleum Consultants
(EPC). According to organisers,
the event will bring together key
industry players from across the
Middle East to discuss strategies
for continuous improvement of
safety procedures. 
The participants will also share

successful case studies and
roadmaps towards achieving the
goal of zero accidents. 
A platform for international

safety experts and providers of
safety tools and technologies to
present the latest methodologies
that can assist companies to
achieve these goals, Gulf Safety
Forum provides a unique arena
for key industry stakeholders to
share front line developments for
the benefit of all participants,
according to the organisers. 
The event is designed to share

the latest strategies for driving
safety excellence with a blend of
international and local expertise.
Describing the relevance of the

event, EPC president Colin
Chapman said, “It is now widely
recognised that as organisations
develop on their safety journey, it
is necessary to focus on plant

safety, reliability and human
behaviour in order to achieve the
target of zero accidents. A focus
on safety is the number one
priority for companies and both
manufacturers and suppliers are
developing innovative and
effective solutions in these areas.”
Some of the main conference

topics to be covered include the
regulatory environment,
construction and safety in the
workplace, improving workforce
competence, managing mature
assets safely, frontiers in plant
safety, safety communications
and how to develop and sustain
process safety leadership.
The organisers are also

conducting training workshops
on ‘Fundamentals of Process
Safety Management’ and
‘Operational Excellence Strategies
in Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals’.
Some of the confirmed

speakers at the event include
Texas A&M University Regents
professor and director Sam
Mannan, health and safety
laboratory head of international
unit Laurence Cusco, ORYX GTL
head of safety Martin Murray,
KOC TPL planning specialist
Yousef Sabri, Qatar Rail 
health and safety senior manager
Paul Williams. �

Held under the Patronage of HH Sheikh Abdullah Bin
Nasser Bin Khalifa Al Thani, Prime Minister and
minister of interior of Qatar, Gulf Safety Forum 2016
will take place on 30–31 October in Doha.

Spotlight on Doha
as Gulf Safety Forum
approaches
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SAFETY LIGHTING
Dialight has unveiled its first-ever
high-efficiency ATEX/IECEx
Zone 1 SafeSite high bay. Each
high bay feature Dialight’s latest
in-house designed power supply
and a full 10-year, full
performance warranty and up to
110 lm/W efficiency.
The high output 23,500 to

9,650 lumen high bays claim to
offer better illumination and
efficiency for oil and gas,
chemical, petrochemical,
pharmaceutical and other
hazardous area applications. The
bays also include an integrated
power supply with 6kV surge
protection and their light weight
and low profile makes for easy
installation. It also allows for a
three-metre cable or integrated
wiring junction box. With typical
mounting heights up to 13
metres, the SafeSite LED High
Bays are L70 lifetime rated for
more than 150,000 hours and can
operate in temperatures ranging
from -40ºC to +60ºC.

TECHNOLOGY
Bauer Compressors Inc. has created UNICUS
4i, a compressor package, which centralises
all high pressure breathing air system
components into one appliance type package.
Central to the compressor is an air-cooled
compressor coupled to a high pressure
breathing air purification system.
It incorporates touchscreen technology to

the operations panel, providing immediate
operator interphase with the unit. This would
allow the customer to turn the compressor on

and off, control the processed air into or out
of the onboard ASME air storage cylinders
and even fill self-contained breathing
apparatus (SCBA) cylinders within a three-
position NFPA compliant containment fill
station while at the same time controlling the
function of individual fill pressures at each
SCBA filling position.  
Their other product Lab On Locale 2 is a

proprietary option which can help in
obtaining air samples for analysis and
locating a qualified lab. A specific hardware

component is integrated into UNICUS 4i and
at the keystroke on the operator interphase
the user gains immediate access to a qualified
third party lab over the internet.
Additionally, RFID technology utilises

proprietary antennas to read SCBA tags to
record all data in accordance with National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA). This is
done to note the history of SCBA, especially
useful in case of an accident. The ‘Gas-Tek’
sensor allows tailoring the gas monitoring
requirements to user-specific needs.

SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
Emerson has announced the
release of its Rosemount 975
flame detectors, a complete line
of optical flame detectors
designed to perform in harsh
environmental conditions and
connect directly to alarm or
automatic fire extinguishing
systems.

Emerson vice-president and
general manager for flame and
gas detection Lara Kauchak said,
“When you’re concerned with
protecting lives and the future of
your operations, you need an
optimum solution for each
facility and location. This
comprehensive new line of flame
detectors provides the reliability
and functionality to meet all of
our customers’ flame detection

coverage needs.”
The new line
incorporates a
variety of flame
detection
technologies that
provides optimal
coverage for a
range of process
industries,

including
upstream oil and

gas installations,
chemical plants,
and refineries.
The multi-
spectrum
infrared sensor

technology detects hydrocarbon
fuel and gas fires as well as
‘invisible’ hydrogen fires with
wide area coverage and strong
false alarm immunity. Integrated
ultraviolet and infrared sensor
technology rapidly detects
hydrocarbon-based fuel and gas
fires, hydroxyl and hydrogen
fires, as well as metal and
inorganic fires with robust false
alarm immunity.
Built to be extremely durable

and weather-resistant, the flame
detectors feature heated windows
for operation in harsh weather
conditions such as snow, ice, or
condensation; broad operating
temperature ranges from -55ºC
to 85ºC and multiple output
options for maximum flexibility
and compatibility. The
Rosemount 975 line is approved
to Safety Integrity Level 2. The
detectors can even be tested in-
field with a specially designed
flame simulator at distances of up
to 12 metres from the detector,
eliminating the need for
personnel.

innovations
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New flame detectors to keep 
personnel and facilities safe

Innovation in high-pressure breathing air compressors

Dialight launches
high efficiency Zone
1 SafeSite high bay
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The new line incorporates a variety of flame
detection technologies. (Photo: Emerson)
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TESTING & CERTIFICATION
AESG has announced the launch
of its new high-efficiency
particulate air (HEPA) filter
testing and certification service.
The service helps to ensure the
sterility of a clean room
environment. 
This is the first time that such

a service is being offered in the
Middle East. The testing and
certification is in accordance with
BN EN 14664-1, the
international clean room
certification standard.
AESG said that it has worked

closely with local regulatory
authorities to ensure that its
service can enable clients to
achieve the highest level of
standards compliance. 
According to AESG director of

commissioning Gary Williams,
his team can test for a pass rate of
less than 0.01 per cent of the
most penetrative particles, and
accurately uncover not only the
inefficiencies but also the
‘difficult to pinpoint’ leakages.

GAS DETECTION
Crowcon has announced that its Gas-Pro and
T4 multi-gas detectors enable vessels to
comply with the SOLAS X1-1/7 directive,
effective on 1 July 2016. 
The imminent SOLAS X1-1/7 directive

requires all EU-registered vessels with a gross
weight of over 500 tonnes to carry one or
more gas detectors for the remote monitoring
of hazardous gases prior to entry into an
enclosed space. 
The gases covered by this regulation are

oxygen (O2), flammable gas, hydrogen

sulphide (H2S) and carbon monoxide (CO).
The Gas-Pro detectors can monitor the

presence of up to five different gases,
including all of the gases mandated by the
SOLAS X1-1/7 directive. The detectors use an
integrated pump that enables the atmosphere
inside an enclosed space to be sampled and
tested prior to entry.
The T4 detector, used with a manual

aspirator, provides an alternative solution for
sampling atmospheres in enclosed spaces.
This lightweight unit can withstand drop-
testing from up to four metres and is ideal for

use aboard a ship. The 24-hour battery life
ensures extended periods of use before
recharging is required, the company said.
Both the Gas-Pro and T4 detectors are

equipped with Crowcon’s positive safety
traffic-light status indicator that allows your
units’ compliance status to be instantly
confirmed. 
Suitable for enclosed space entry checks,

both devices are also designed for use as
personal gas detectors. Both Gas-Pro and T4
multi-gas detectors detectors are approved by
the Marine Equipment Directive.

SECURITY
Korean Integrated Security
Solutions (KISS), a Eurostar
Group subsidiary, recently
introduced Starlight technology,
an advanced feature in IP CCTV
camera that enables HD night
vision, in the UAE. 
The latest Starlight cameras can

produce high resolution colored
images of 2 MP or higher at night
and without any supplementary
lighting, even at 0.002 Lux (F1.2)
low light conditions.
Eurostar Group chairman Raju

Jethwani said, “We are very
pleased to introduce the latest
innovations in security
technology in the region.
Security, for any industry, plays a
vital role in the world today. Our
new venture, KISS, is focused on
bringing the best available
technology in the world to ensure
greater safety for our customers
in the GCC region.
KISS COO J.G. Lee added,

“The latest advancements in
security technology have ensured
that the security system in any
facility is not just about security,

but offers true business value
such as asset management and
marketing intelligence to any
organisation. 
“As a specialised security

system integrator, we work
closely with our customers, right
from the planning and pre-
installation stage of a project, to
offer the best solutions that not
only protects their business but
also helps enhance security.”
He added that quality solutions

such as Starlight technology with
number plate recognition and
video analytics ensure a

completely hassle-free secure
environment for the customers,
while also assisting in optimising
their operational efficiency 
and resources. 
“We are very pleased to offer

these solutions and services in the
GCC.” Lee noted.
KISS’ range of security

solutions include video analytics,
number plate recognition,
security maintenance service,
access controls and smart home
controls. The technology partners
of KISS include leading Korean
brands, UNV and Digifort. 

innovations
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KISS brings ‘Starlight’ to UAE

Crowcon’s gas detectors meet SOLAS X1-1/7 regulation

New HEPA filter
testing service
launched
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Mr. Lee, COO of Korean
Integrated Security Solutions
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g˘˘˘˘˘ò√ G’CRe˘˘˘˘˘á. hb˘˘˘˘˘É∫ Mù°˘˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘˘òhGO…, G’CeÚ Gd˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ÉΩ
d∏éæá Gd©∏«É d∏ªû°ÉQj™ hG’EQç ‘ N£ÉH¬ ‘ eæàói
G’C· GŸà˘˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘˘óI G’Eb˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘» ’BS°˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘É M˘˘˘˘˘ƒ∫ G’CY˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘É∫
Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á hM˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ¥ G’Efù°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É¿ 6102‘ 02
GCH˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘π/f˘˘˘«ù°˘˘˘É¿: ''GE¿ b˘˘˘£˘˘˘ô e˘˘∏˘˘à˘˘õe˘˘á H˘˘ÉEM˘˘ôGR Gd˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘óΩ
GŸà˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒGU°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π d˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôY˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©o˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘É∫ ‘ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘óhd˘˘˘˘˘˘á''. hGCQO±
bÉFÓk:{YæóeÉ T°ÉQcæÉ ‘ bôYá cÉCS¢ Gd©É⁄, ⁄
fØµô ‘ GC¿ jµƒ¿ gòG G◊óç GdôjÉV°» Gd©¶«º

MÉaõG dƒV°™ N£§ J£ƒjô Gdóhdá aëù°Ö, hGE‰É
f∏àõΩ GCj†°É HÉdà£ƒjô GŸàƒGU°πz. 

hGCV°É±: {GCW∏≤æÉ gòG Gd©ÉΩ GCj†°É eæü°á Jób«≥
flü°ü°á dàµæƒdƒL«É GŸ©∏ƒeÉä ’CfæÉ Y∏≈ OQGjá

JÉeá HÉŸû°µÓä Gdà» hGL¡æÉgÉ ‘ S°∏ù°∏á GdàƒQjó
GŸ©≤óI. hfëø f©àÈ Móç cÉCS¢ Gd©É⁄ gòG MÉaõG

Y∏≈ Gdà¨«Ò GŸù°àóGΩ Wƒjπ GŸói. hS°ƒ± fƒGU°π
Gdù°©» dàë≤«≥ GdàõGeÉJæÉ Mà≈ H©ó 2202z.

heø LÉfÑ¬ –óç eƒaó G’–ÉO Gdóh‹ dµôI
Gd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óΩ {a˘˘˘«˘˘Ø˘˘Éz GCe˘˘ÉΩ Gd˘˘∏˘˘é˘˘æ˘˘á, e˘˘ƒDc˘˘óG Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ Gd˘˘à˘˘©˘˘Éh¿
GŸà˘˘˘ƒGU°˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘ò… j˘˘˘à˘˘˘º e˘˘˘™ Gd˘˘˘∏˘˘é˘˘æ˘˘á Gd˘˘©˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘É d˘˘∏˘˘ªû°˘˘ÉQj˘˘™
hG’EQç Mƒ∫ QYÉjá Gd©ªÉ∫ ‘ eƒGb™ G’Efû°ÉAGä.
hb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ó U°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôì a˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘˘óQj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ GCOj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘», QF˘˘˘˘˘˘«ù¢ T°˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘˘á
G’S°˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘óGe˘˘˘á H˘˘˘É’–ÉO Gd˘˘˘óh‹ d˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ôI Gd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óΩ H˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ƒd˘˘˘¬:
{fƒGU°π JÑÉO∫ GŸ©∏ƒeÉä e™ Gd∏éæá Gd©∏«É d∏ªû°ÉQj™
hG’EQç Hîü°ƒU¢ gòG GŸƒV°ƒ´, a«ªÉ jà©∏≥ Hü°ëá
hS°Óeá hQYÉjá Gd©ªÉ∫. hf©à≤ó GC¿ GdàóGHÒ Gdà»
GJîòJ¡É Gd∏éæá GEjéÉH«á d∏¨Éjáz.

hGCbôä H©ãá eæ¶ªá Gd©ªπ Gdóhd«á, ‘ J≤ôjôgÉ,
H˘˘˘ÉC¿ G◊µ˘˘˘ƒe˘˘˘á hGŸà˘˘˘ë˘˘˘óKÚ G’BN˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘òj˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘à˘˘≤â
H¡º ‘ b£ô, bó GJîòhG JóGHÒ e∏ªƒS°á eƒDNôG
dàëù°Ú Xôh± Gd©ªπ d∏ª¡ÉLôjø.

c˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘É GCT°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉOä G÷ª˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘á GŸ∏˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘á d˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘ƒb˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘ø
G◊ƒGOç, he˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôg˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É GŸª˘˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á GŸà˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘˘óI, e˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒDN˘˘˘˘˘˘ôG
H˘˘˘˘É÷¡˘˘˘˘ƒO GŸà˘˘˘˘ƒGU°˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘á ‘ ›É∫ Gdü°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘á hGdù°˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘á
hGdà» jàƒ’gÉ GŸµàÖ GdØæ» d∏éæá Gd©∏«É d∏ªû°ÉQj™
hG’EQç ‘ Lª«™ eƒGb™ cÉCS¢ Gd©É⁄, M«å eæëâ
GŸæ¶ªá LÉFõI Gdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá GdògÑ«á d∏éª©«á

‘ GCH˘˘˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘˘π/f˘˘˘˘˘«ù°˘˘˘˘˘É¿ 6102. hJ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉCJ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘» g˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ò√ G÷ÉF˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘õI
J≤ójôG dÓdàõGΩ HÉdàëù°Ú GŸàƒGU°π ‘ eæ™ hbƒ´
G◊ƒGOç hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø G’Ce˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGV¢ ‘ GŸû°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘™
GdµÈi. 

h‘ gòG Gdü°óO bÉ∫ jÉS°ô G÷ªÉ∫, fÉFÖ QF«ù¢
GŸµàÖ GdØæ» d∏éæá Gd©∏«É d∏ªû°ÉQj™ hG’EQç: {fëø
a˘˘˘î˘˘˘ƒQh¿ H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ôË ’d˘˘à˘˘õGe˘˘æ˘˘É Hù°˘˘Óe˘˘á GŸƒGb˘˘™, GEP
fëôU¢ Y∏≈ GC¿ jƒGU°π Lª«™ Gd©ªÉ∫ Gd©ªπ ‘ H«Äá

U°ë«á hGBeæáz. 
hj˘˘˘à˘˘˘ƒ¤ GŸµ˘˘˘àÖ Gd˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘æ˘˘˘» d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘é˘˘˘æ˘˘á Gd˘˘©˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘É d˘˘∏˘˘ªû°˘˘ÉQj˘˘™

hG’EQç GCj†°É e¡ÉΩ Jù°∏«º GŸÓYÖ heƒGb™ GdàóQjÖ
hGŸôGa˘˘˘˘≥ Gd˘˘˘˘óGY˘˘˘ª˘˘˘á. hg˘˘˘æ˘˘˘É∑ M˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘«˘˘˘É 0056eƒX∞
j©ª∏ƒ¿ ‘ eû°ÉQj™ Gd∏éæá Gd©∏«É d∏ªû°ÉQj™ hG’EQç
eø H«æ¡º 6215YÉeÓ Ãû°ÉQj™ GŸµàÖ GdØæ», h⁄
Jû°¡ó eû°ÉQj™ Gd∏éæá GCjá MƒGOç GCh ha«Éä eà©∏≤á
HÉd©ªπ Mà≈ jƒeæÉ gòG.

GGddƒƒbbÉÉjjáá eeøø GG◊◊ôôjj≥≥
‘ e˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘™ GCH˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘π/f˘˘˘˘«ù°˘˘˘É¿ 6102, hY˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤Ö hb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ´

MÉOK» Môj≥ NÓ∫ GCbπ eø 42S°ÉYá, J©ôV°â
b£ô ’fà≤ÉOGä Yæ«Øá Hîü°ƒU¢ dƒGFí Gdù°Óeá.
a≤ó Gfód™ G◊ôj≥ G’Ch∫ ‘ GCMó GŸ£ÉYº, H«æªÉ
fû°Ö G’BNô ‘ b£ô eƒ∫ b«ó G’Efû°ÉA. ZÒ GC¿
Gdù°∏£Éä Gd≤£ôjá ‚ëâ ‘ Gdà©Éeπ e™ G◊ÉOKÚ

Ã¡æ«á YÉd«á. h⁄ jàº G’EHÓÆ Yø GCjá GEU°ÉHÉä.
hd˘˘˘∏˘˘˘à˘˘˘©˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘π e˘˘˘™ e˘˘˘ã˘˘π g˘˘ò√ GŸƒGb˘˘∞ hG’S°˘˘à˘˘©˘˘óGO d˘˘¡˘˘É,
GCW˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≤â S°˘˘˘µ∂ G◊ój˘˘˘ó Gd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘£˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘á ` M˘˘˘ój˘˘˘ã˘˘˘É ` e˘˘˘ôc˘˘õ
JóQjÖ ‘ GdóhMá dàóQjÖ MƒG‹ 51GCd∞ YÉeπ,

‘ GEWÉQ L¡ƒOgÉ d∏àÉCcó eø J£Ñ«≥ GCY∏≈ e©ÉjÒ
Gdü°˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘á hGdù°˘˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘˘˘á ‘ e˘˘˘˘˘ƒGb˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘É. hd˘˘˘˘˘ø j˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘àü°˘˘˘˘˘ô
GdàóQjÖ Y∏≈ GŸƒXØÚ. 

hbó ” GYàªÉO gòG GŸôcõ GŸà£ƒQ, Gdò… j©ó
G’Ch∫ eø fƒY¬ ‘ GŸæ£≤á, eø bÑπ e©¡ó Jû°ÉQJôO
d˘˘˘˘∏ü°˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘Ä˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á GdÈj˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘ÉÊ. hj˘˘˘˘ƒL˘˘˘ó GŸôc˘˘˘õ ‘
e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉJÖ Gÿ§ G’CN†°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ô –â G’CQV¢, hj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘àÈ
GŸƒX˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘ƒ¿, Gd˘˘˘òj˘˘˘ø j˘˘˘à˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≤˘˘ƒ¿ Gd˘˘à˘˘óQjÖ, V°˘˘ª˘˘ø a˘˘ôj˘˘≥
Gd©ªπ GdôF«ù°» ‘ GEfû°ÉA eû°ôh´ eÎh GdóhMá. 

hb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ó U°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôì L˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉS°˘˘˘˘˘˘º G’Cfü°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQ…, GCM˘˘˘˘˘˘ó e˘˘˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘˘˘ô…
eû°˘˘˘˘˘˘ôh´ Gÿ§ G’CN†°˘˘˘˘˘ô, H˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘ƒd˘˘˘˘˘¬: {j˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘µù¢ GŸôc˘˘˘˘˘õ
G’Cgª«á Gdà» Jƒd«¡É S°µ∂ G◊ójó Gd≤£ôjá d∏©ªπ
ha˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘É ’CY˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ GŸ©˘˘˘ÉjÒ Gd˘˘˘óhd˘˘˘«˘˘˘á d˘˘˘∏ü°˘˘˘ë˘˘˘á hGdù°˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘á
GŸ¡æ«á. hJ©ó GŸ©∏ƒeÉä hGdóYº, Gd∏òG¿ fƒaôgªÉ

YÈ GŸÑ˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉOQI, GCOhGä d˘˘˘˘˘˘àû°˘˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘™ K˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘Éa˘˘˘˘˘˘á Gdü°˘˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘˘á
hGdù°Óeá GŸ¡æ«á, cªÉ Jù°ÉYó GCj†°É Y∏≈ MªÉjá

eƒXØ«æÉ hT°ôcÉFæÉ hG÷ª¡ƒQ Hû°µπ YÉΩz.

GGCChhLL¬¬ GGddàà©©ÉÉhh¿¿ GGddóóhh‹‹
T°ÉQcâ cπ eø T°ôcá cƒfƒcƒ a«∏«Ñù¢ hLÉe©á

Jµù°ÉS¢ GEj¬ GBfó GEΩ ‘ b£ô ‘ GS°à†°Éaá {GdæóhI
Gdù°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘á Gdù°˘˘˘ÉH˘˘©˘˘á d˘˘∏ù°˘˘Óe˘˘á Gd˘˘©˘˘ª˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘áz ‘ Gd˘˘óhM˘˘á.
hJæÉh∫ gòG G◊óç, Gdò… GS°à¨ô¥ jƒeÚ –â
Y˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘ƒG¿ {J˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘õj˘˘˘˘õ Gd˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘ÉAI ‘ Gdù°˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘ª˘˘˘∏˘˘˘«˘˘˘áz,
e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒV°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä Jû°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘π GEOGQI Gdù°˘˘˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘á,
hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘¶˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒGg˘˘˘˘˘ô Gÿ£˘˘˘˘˘ôI h–∏˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘˘˘è hJ˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘º
GıÉWô. hbó GS°à†°Éaâ fóhI Gdù°Óeá Gd©ª∏«á ‘
b£ô gòG Gd©ÉΩ e©ôV°É d∏ü°æÉYá j©ôV¢ GŸæàéÉä
hGÿóeÉä PGä Gdü°∏á HÉdù°Óeá Gd©ª∏«á ‘ b£É´
GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR. 

h‘ gò√ GŸæÉS°Ñá, bÉ∫ LÉQ… S°Éjµù¢, eójô
T°ôcá cƒfƒcƒ a«∏«Ñù¢ b£ô: {GEfæÉ, HóYº fóhGä
Y∏≈ ZôGQ gò√ GdæóhI, fƒaô S°ÉMá dàÑÉO∫ G’CaµÉQ
hG’BQGA ‘ ›ÉdæÉ, hgƒ eÉ jà«í dæÉ G’S°àØÉOI eø
QU°«ó NÈGJæÉ Gd©ÉŸ«á h“«õ GCOGFæÉ dà©õjõ QhDjá
b£ô GdƒWæ«á 0302z. 

hbóeâ T°ôcá GEcù°ƒ¿ eƒH«π b£ô GCj†°É 31OhQI
J˘˘˘˘˘˘˘óQj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á d` {“«˘˘˘˘˘˘˘õz HÚ j˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘˘ô/c˘˘˘˘˘˘Éf˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ¿ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ã˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉÊ
heÉQS¢/GBPGQ 6102d©óO 082eƒXØÉ eø b£ô
d∏ÑÎh∫ hGŸû°ÉQj™ GŸû°Îcá QGCS¢ ZÉR hb£ô ZÉR
hJù°ƒj≥ hfÉbÓä.  eø LÉfÑ¬ bÉ∫ GCd«ù°Î QhJ∏«è,
QF«ù¢ T°ôcá GEcù°ƒ¿ eƒH«π b£ô: {fëø ‘ GEcù°ƒ¿
e˘˘ƒH˘˘«˘˘π b˘˘£˘˘ô e˘˘∏˘˘à˘˘õe˘˘ƒ¿ H˘˘à˘˘£˘˘ƒj˘˘ô Gd˘˘≤˘óQGä Gd˘Ñû°˘ôj˘á
Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ L˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘™ GŸù°˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘˘Éä hYÈ GÛÉ’ä Gıà˘˘˘∏˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘á,
hPd∂ M˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘≈ f˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ø e˘˘˘ø J˘˘˘©˘˘˘õj˘˘˘õ b˘˘˘óQI b˘˘˘£˘˘˘ô Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈
G’EHóG´ hGdàµ«∞ hG’ROgÉQ. hfëø f≤ƒΩ Hòd∂ eø
GCL˘˘˘˘˘π OY˘˘˘˘˘º QhDj˘˘˘˘˘á S°˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘ƒ G’CeÒ Ûà˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘™ b˘˘˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘˘º Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈
GŸ©˘˘˘ôa˘˘˘á, hg˘˘˘» Gd˘˘˘ôhDj˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘» Áµ˘˘˘ø –≤˘˘˘«˘˘≤˘˘¡˘˘É a˘˘≤˘˘§
H˘˘˘˘É’S°˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘Éf˘˘˘˘á H˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ƒI Y˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘á j˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘º GS°˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘¨˘˘˘Ó∫ GCbü°˘˘˘≈

W˘˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘à˘˘˘¡˘˘˘Éz.  j˘˘˘é˘˘˘óQ H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘òc˘˘˘ô GC¿ {“«˘˘˘õz J˘˘˘ƒa˘˘˘ô a˘˘˘ôU¢
Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á GŸ¡˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘á hGdû°˘˘˘îü°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á YÈ S°˘˘˘à˘˘˘á ›É’ä

eù°˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘óa˘˘˘˘˘á d˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘ÉAI G÷ƒg˘˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘˘á, hg˘˘˘˘» Gd˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ÉOI
hGd˘˘µ˘˘Ø˘˘ÉAI Gdû°˘˘îü°˘˘«˘˘á, hGEOGQI GŸû°˘˘ÉQj˘˘™, hGd˘˘æ˘˘ƒGM˘»
Gd˘˘à˘˘é˘˘ÉQj˘˘á, hGd˘˘à˘˘Ø˘˘ƒ¥ Gd˘˘©˘˘ª˘˘∏˘«˘ÉJ˘», hGd˘æ˘ƒGM˘» Gd˘Ø˘æ˘«˘á,
hGdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá hGdÑ«Äá. 
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a˘˘˘˘˘Édù°˘˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘˘á g˘˘˘˘» Y˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘π e˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘º J˘˘˘˘ÉCN˘˘˘˘ò√ Gdû°˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘Éä
eà©óOI G÷æù°«Éä ‘ GYàÑÉQgÉ Yæó GEQS°É∫ Gd©oªÉ∫
GŸ¨ÎHÚ GE¤ GÿÉQê, hPd∂ ’gàªÉe¡É HÉdù°Óeá
Gdû°îü°«á d∏ª¨ÎHÚ. h’C¿ d¡òG JÉCKÒG cÑÒG Y∏≈
Jµ∏Øá HôGeè Gdà©ƒj†¢ Gd©ÉŸ«á, Mù°ÑªÉ GChQO J≤ôjô
Gdû°ôcá.

hbó GCT°ÉQä Gdà≤ÉQjô hGdóQGS°Éä G÷ójóI GE¤
hLƒO GCOdá eù°àªôI Y∏≈ ‰ƒ G’Efû°ÉAGä ‘ Gdóhdá,
hPd∂ Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ Gd˘˘˘ôZ˘˘˘º e˘˘˘ø Gf˘˘˘î˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘ÉV¢ GCS°˘˘˘©˘˘˘ÉQ Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§,

HØ†°π QhDjá b£ô GdƒWæ«á 0302, GŸàªã∏á ‘ S°«ÉS°á
Gdàæƒ´ G’bàü°ÉO… Gdà» Jæà¡é¡É Gdóhdá, a†°Ók Yø
GbÎGÜ GŸƒYó Gdæ¡ÉF» dµÉCS¢ Gd©É⁄ dµôI Gd≤óΩ

2202, hGd˘˘˘˘˘˘ò… GS°˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉO fû°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉW˘˘˘˘˘˘¬ Y˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘≈ Gdü°˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘ó
GdôS°ª» H©ó GfàîÉHÉä QFÉS°á G’–ÉO Gdóh‹ dµôI
Gd≤óΩ {GdØ«ØÉz.

hha˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘É Ÿæ˘˘˘˘˘¶˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘» eû°˘˘˘˘ôh´ b˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘ô, M˘˘˘˘óOä Gd˘˘˘˘óhd˘˘˘˘á
Gdæ≤É• G’EQT°ÉOjá dü°æÉYá G’Efû°ÉAGä eø M«å
G÷ƒOI hY˘˘˘˘óO Gd˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ƒO GŸª˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒM˘˘˘á ‘ ›É∫ Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘æ˘˘˘«˘˘˘á

Gdàëà«á. heø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ JÑ∏≠ GS°àãªÉQGä b£ô ‘
Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘æ˘˘˘«˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘à˘˘ë˘˘à˘˘«˘˘á M˘˘ƒG‹ 051e˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ÉQ Oh’Q N˘˘˘˘Ó∫
Gdù°æƒGä GŸ≤Ñ∏á Mà≈ eƒYó cÉCS¢ Gd©É⁄, “ÉT°«É

e˘˘˘˘™ N˘˘˘£˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ª˘˘˘«˘˘˘á ‘ b˘˘˘£˘˘˘ô, hPd∂ ha˘˘˘≤˘˘˘É d˘˘˘à˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘ô
fû°ôJ¬ T°ôcá b£ô G’Ch¤ d∏à£ƒjô Gd©≤ÉQ…. 

ZÒ GC¿ b£ô bó YÉfâ eø GfàµÉS°Éä eàªã∏á ‘
eõGYº eæ¶ªá Gd©Øƒ Gdóhd«á Yø J©ôV¢ Gd©oªÉ∫
’f˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘˘Éc˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä ‘ e˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒGb˘˘˘˘˘˘™ G’Efû°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉAGä. a˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘ó Pc˘˘˘˘˘˘ôä
GŸæ¶ªá GC¿ Gd©ªÉ∫, GŸ©æ«Ú Hàéójó e∏©Ö cÉCS¢
Gd©É⁄ 2202‘ b£ô, jà©ôV°ƒ¿ ’fà¡ÉcÉä ◊≤ƒ¥
G’Efù°˘˘˘É¿ H˘˘˘©˘˘˘ó Y˘˘˘ÉeÚ e˘˘˘ø hV°˘˘˘™ e˘˘˘æ˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ª˘˘˘» Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘£˘˘˘ƒd˘˘á
Ÿ©ÉjÒ QYÉjá Gd©oªÉ∫ ‘ GCY≤ÉÜ G’fà≤ÉOGä GŸƒL¡á
GEd«¡º. ZÒ GCf¬ e™ U°óhQ Gdà≤ÉQjô Gdà» JƒDcó Y∏≈
GEMôGR b£ô Gdà≤óΩ ‘ e∏∞ GEf¡ÉA Gd©ªÉdá Gd≤ù°ôjá,
h–ù°Ú GCM˘˘˘˘ƒG∫ Gd˘˘˘˘©o˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É∫ GŸ¡˘˘˘˘ÉL˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘ø, hGd˘˘˘ôZ˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘á ‘
JØ©«π bÉfƒ¿ Lójó HóGjá eø T°¡ô Ojù°ªÈ/cÉfƒ¿
G’Ch∫ 6102, Mù°ÑªÉ Pcôä eæ¶ªá Gd©ªπ Gdóhd«á,
jæàÉÜ GdµãÒjø T°©ƒQl GEjéÉH»l HÉC¿ Gdóhdá S°ààî£≈

GGSS°°ààªªôôGGQQ ‰‰ƒƒ GG’’EEffûû°°ÉÉAAGGää ‘‘ bb££ôô YY∏∏≈≈ GGddôôZZºº eeøø GGffîîØØÉÉVV¢¢ GGCCSS°°©©ÉÉQQ GGddææØØ§§


	� ��	� ��� �����
hV°©â Jü°æ«ØÉä T°ôcá G’S°àû°ÉQGä G’EOGQjá {eÒS°ôz ÷ƒOI G◊«ÉI, b£ô HÚ GCa†°π

001e˘˘ój˘˘æ˘˘á e˘˘ø M˘˘«å Gdù°˘˘Óe˘˘á Gdû°˘˘îü°˘˘«˘˘á d˘˘∏˘˘ª˘¨ÎHÚ ‘ Gdû°˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘§ hGCa˘ôj˘≤˘«˘É.
h–àπ Gdóhdá, GdôGY«á dµÉCS¢ Gd©É⁄ dµôI Gd≤óΩ 2202, GŸôJÑá Gdù°Ñ©Ú ‘ Gdàü°æ«∞.
gæÉ∑ a≤§ H†°™ eó¿ ‘ gò√ GŸæ£≤á hGQOI ‘ Jü°æ«∞ GŸÉFá d∏ù°Óeá Gdû°îü°«á -

–à``````π GCHƒXÑ» GCY∏≈ Jü°æ«`````∞ )32(, hJ∏«¡É eù°`````≤§ )92( K```º OH» )04(. 
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GCZù°£ù¢/GBÜ

42` 62e©ôV¢ GBS°«É d∏ù°Óeá hGdü°ëá GŸ¡æ«á ` aisA H+SOS°æ¨ÉaƒQI

GCcàƒHô/Jû°ôjø G’Ch∫

03` 13GŸ∏à≤≈ Gÿ∏«é» dÓCeø                                                                                                                                                                                                                      GdóhMá

fƒaªÈ/Jû°ôjø GdãÉÊ

7` 01e©ôV¢ GCHƒXÑ» Gdóh‹ d∏æØ§ ` GCOjÑ∂GCHƒXÑ»

eÉjƒ/GCjÉQ

5` 7e©ôV¢ YoªÉ¿ ŸµÉaëá G◊ôj≥ hGdù°Óeá hG’Ceø ` GChaù°«∂eù°≤§
21` 41e©ôV¢ Gd¡æó Ÿ©óGä G’Ceø                                                                                                                                                                                                                eƒeÑÉ…
52` 72e©ôV¢ H«è aÉj∞ Gdµƒjâ                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Gdµƒjâ

GCY˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘ø e˘˘˘˘ôS°˘˘˘˘≈ GŸƒê Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ÉÊ Y˘˘˘ø J˘˘˘óT°Ú f˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ÉΩ
J©ôj∞ GB‹ Lójó HÉdà©Éh¿ e™ eƒDS°ù°á evitcenQ
dà©õjõ Gdàëµº ‘ Môcá eôhQ Gd≤ƒGQÜ hGd«îƒä
hJ˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘ÉO… GU°˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘óGe˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘É H˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘©†°˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘©†¢, h–ù°Ú
Gdù°Óeá GŸÓM«á ‘ GŸôS°≈ Ãù°≤§.

a˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘ÉEe˘˘˘µ˘˘˘É¿ GCj˘˘˘á fi£˘˘˘á –µ˘˘˘º ‘ f˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ÉΩ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘©˘˘ôj˘˘∞
G’B‹ eôGbÑá GC… bÉQÜ GCh jîâ eõhO H¡òG Gdæ¶ÉΩ

V°ªø MóhO Gdà¨£«á, cªÉ Áµæ¡É –ójó eƒb©¬ ‘
Gdƒbâ GdØ©∏».  hbó ” Jôc«Ö Gdæ¶ÉΩ GdàéôjÑ»
hGNàÑÉQ√ HæéÉì ‘ GŸôS°≈, hgƒ j©ªπ MÉd«É HµÉeπ

WÉbà¬ YÈ RhQbÚ hfi£á –µº hGMóI. hMù°ÑªÉ
Pcôä Gdù°∏£Éä, joµôS¢ eôS°≈ GŸƒê L¡ƒOG cÑÒI
dàëù°Ú eôGa≤¬ hOYº Gd≤£É´ GdÑëô… ‘ Gdù°∏£æá
H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘«˘˘˘ª˘˘˘á GŸ†°˘˘˘Éa˘˘˘á. hJ˘˘˘ÉCJ˘˘˘» g˘˘˘ò√ G’EV°˘˘Éa˘˘á G÷ój˘˘óI
d˘˘˘æ˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ÉΩ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘©˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘∞ G’B‹ “ÉT°˘˘˘«˘˘˘É e˘˘˘™ g˘˘˘ó± GŸôS°˘˘≈
Hà©õjõ GCeø hS°Óeá Gd©ª∏«Éä. hj≤™ eôS°≈ GŸƒê

‘ eû°ôh´ GŸƒê eù°≤§ ‘ b∏Ö bôjá GŸôS°≈. hgƒ
eôS°≈ QF«ù°» hhL¡á ‡«õI d∏«îƒä, M«å jù°™
Gd«îƒä Gdà» jÎGhì Wƒd¡É HÚ 01h04eÎG. cªÉ

j†°˘˘˘˘º e˘˘˘˘ôS°˘˘˘˘≈ GŸƒê GCW˘˘˘˘ƒ∫ M˘˘˘˘ÉL˘˘˘˘õ e˘˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘˘» ‘ Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘É⁄
H£ƒ∫ jÑ∏≠ c«∏ƒeÎjø. hgƒ jù°¡π Môcá Gd≤ƒGQÜ
hGd«îƒä hjà«í G’EQS°ÉA HÉCeÉ¿ JÉΩ. 

��� ����	 ������� ���� ������� �����
 ���� ����

Gdü°ÓI hJƒU°∏¡º ÃµàÖ eù°ÉYóGä eà©óO Gd∏¨Éä
j˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óΩ N˘˘˘óe˘˘˘ÉJ˘˘˘¬ d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ë˘˘˘é˘˘˘Éê ZÒ GŸà˘˘ë˘˘óKÚ H˘˘Éd˘˘©˘˘ôH˘˘«˘˘á

N˘˘˘˘Ó∫ e˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉS°∂ G◊è Gıà˘˘˘∏˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘á. Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ª˘˘˘É H˘˘˘ÉC¿ GŸª˘˘˘∏˘˘˘µ˘˘˘á
Jàƒb™ GC¿ jÑ∏≠ YóO G◊éÉê GE¤ eµá GCcÌ eø e∏«ƒÊ
eù°∏º eø Lª«™ GCfëÉA Gd©É⁄. hcÉfâ eƒGS°º G◊è,

Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘» J˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ó GCcÈ Œª˘˘˘™ S°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒ… d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ªù°˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ªÚ ‘ GCf˘˘˘ë˘˘˘ÉA
Gd˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘É⁄, b˘˘˘˘˘ó T°˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘óä Gd˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘ó e˘˘˘˘ø M˘˘˘˘É’ä Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘óGa˘˘˘˘™
hG◊ôGF≥ hGCYªÉ∫ Gdû°¨Ö Gdà» N∏sØâ V°ëÉjÉ  a«ªÉ
e†°≈, e™ fióhOjá bóQI Gdù°∏£Éä Y∏≈ Gdàëµº ‘
G◊û°˘˘˘˘˘ƒO. hd˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘òG, b˘˘˘˘ó ” hV°˘˘˘˘™ e˘˘˘˘É j˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ôÜ e˘˘˘˘ø GCd˘˘˘˘∞

c˘˘˘˘ÉeÒG e˘˘˘˘ôGb˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘á L˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘óI N˘˘˘˘Ó∫ Gdû°˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘ô GŸÉV°˘˘˘˘» ‘
G◊ôΩ GŸµ», hQH£¡É H¨ô± eôGbÑá JójôgÉ bƒGä

N˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉU°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á J˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôGbÖ –ôc˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éä G◊é˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éê N˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ó∫ G◊óç
GŸôJ˘˘˘˘˘˘≤Ö ‘ T°˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘ô GCZù°˘˘˘˘˘£ù¢/GBÜ, Mù°˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘É Pc˘˘˘˘˘ôä
Gdü°ë∞ Gdù°©ƒOjá.

jj††°°ºº eeôôSS°°≈≈ GGŸŸƒƒêê GGCCWWƒƒ∫∫ MMÉÉLLõõ eeÉÉFF»» ‘‘ GGdd©©ÉÉ⁄⁄ HH££ƒƒ∫∫ jjÑÑ∏∏≠≠ cc««∏∏ƒƒeeÎÎjjøø.. 
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Gf˘˘˘à˘˘˘¡â e˘˘˘ƒDS°ù°˘˘˘á G’Ee˘˘˘ÉQGä d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á Gd˘˘æ˘˘ƒhj˘˘á e˘˘ƒDN˘˘ôG e˘˘ø GEL˘˘ôGA G’N˘˘à˘˘Ñ˘˘ÉQGä
GŸ¡ªá ‘ GdƒMóI G’Ch¤ ÃØÉYπ HôGcá d∏£Ébá Gdæƒhjá ‘ G’EeÉQGä. hbó
GS°à¨ô¥ GELôGA GNàÑÉQ Gdù°Óeá Gd¡«µ∏«á, hGNàÑÉQ e©ó∫ Gdàù°ôjÖ GŸàµÉeπ

YóI GCS°ÉH«™ ‘ GdƒMóI G’Ch¤, hPd∂ –â GET°ôG± cÉeπ eø Gd¡«Äá G’–ÉOjá
d∏ôbÉHá Gdæƒhjá hG’eàãÉ∫ ’CY∏≈ GŸ©ÉjÒ Gdóhd«á d∏ù°Óeá hG÷ƒOI.

hMù°ÑªÉ Pcôä eƒDS°ù°á G’EeÉQGä d∏£Ébá Gdæƒhjá, GCX¡ô cÓ G’NàÑÉQjø
eàÉfá hS°Óeá GÙ£á eø M«å Gd≤ƒI heæ™ Gdàù°ôjÖ GdàÉΩ, hGd≤óQI Y∏≈
Gd©ªπ Hû°µπ GBeø ‘ G’CMƒG∫ Gd©ÉOjá hG’S°àãæÉF«á.

hb˘˘˘ó GN˘˘˘àü¢ GN˘˘˘à˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘ÉQ Gdù°˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘¡˘˘˘«˘˘˘µ˘˘˘∏˘˘˘«˘˘˘á H˘˘˘à˘˘˘≤˘˘«˘˘«˘˘º b˘˘ƒI GŸÑ˘˘æ˘˘≈ Gd˘˘ò… j˘˘ë˘˘ƒ…
GŸØÉYπ, hGd¡«µπ ‘ b∏Ö GÙ£á, hGdò… j†°º GŸØÉYπ hGŸµƒfÉä GdµÈi,
hPd∂ eø NÓ∫ Gd†°¨§ Y∏≈ GŸÑæ≈ ÙÉcÉI Gd¶ôh± Gd©ÉOjá hG’S°àãæÉF«á.
hHÉŸãπ, GNàü¢ GNàÑÉQ e©ó∫ Gdàù°ôjÖ GŸàµÉeπ Hà≤««º bóQI GŸÑæ≈ Y∏≈ eæ™
Gdàù°ôjÖ ‘ flà∏∞ G’CMƒG∫.

hbÉ∫ fiªó G◊ªÉO…, GdôF«ù¢ GdàæØ«ò… ŸƒDS°ù°á G’EeÉQGä d∏£Ébá Gdæƒhjá:
{GEfæÉ aîƒQh¿ HÉÙÉa¶á Y∏≈ S°éπ MÉaπ eø Gdù°Óeá hG÷ƒOI HÉS°àµªÉ∫
GNàÑÉQ… Gdù°Óeá Gd¡«µ∏«á, he©ó∫ Gdàù°ôjÖ GŸàµÉeπ, hNÉU°ák GC¿ eôM∏á
G’S°à©óGO d∏©ª∏«Éä Gdàû°¨«∏«á ‘ fi£á Gd£Ébá Gdæƒhjá g» N£ƒI e¡ªá Y∏≈

Wôj≥ –ª«π GdƒbƒO. a≤Ñπ Pd∂, jéÖ GEN†°É´ GÙ£á dÓNàÑÉQGä ha≤É
’CY∏≈ e©ÉjÒ Gdù°Óeá hG’Ceø hG÷ƒOIz.

hGCV°˘˘˘É±  G◊ª˘˘˘ÉO…: {hGEf˘˘˘æ˘˘˘É, e˘˘˘™ GS°˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ª˘˘˘É∫ g˘˘˘òj˘˘˘ø G’N˘˘˘à˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘ÉQj˘˘ø ‘ Gd˘˘ƒM˘˘óI

G’Ch¤, f˘˘˘˘˘≤ÎÜ GCcÌ e˘˘˘˘˘ø –≤˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘≥ g˘˘˘˘˘óa˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘É GŸà˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘ã˘˘˘˘π ‘ J˘˘˘˘õhj˘˘˘˘ó G’Ee˘˘˘˘ÉQGä H˘˘˘˘ôH˘˘˘˘™
GM˘˘˘à˘˘˘«˘˘˘ÉL˘˘˘ÉJ˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É e˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘¡˘˘˘ôH˘˘ÉA YÈ Gd˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á Gd˘˘æ˘˘ƒhj˘˘á GŸù°˘˘à˘˘óGe˘˘á Gd˘˘à˘˘» J˘˘≤˘˘π a˘˘«˘˘¡˘˘É
GfÑ©ÉKÉä GdµôHƒ¿. hS°ƒ± fƒGU°π Gd©ªπ ‘ GdÈGcá dóYº GES°ÎGJ«é«á Jæƒj™
Gd£Ébá ‘ G’EeÉQGä, YÓhI Y∏≈ –≤«≥ Gdæªƒ G’LàªÉY» hG’bàü°ÉO… ‘
Gdóhdáz. 

hcÉfâ aô¥ GŸƒDS°ù°á bó Yª∏â Hû°µπ hK«≥ e™ Gdû°ôcá GdµƒQjá d∏£Ébá
Gdµ¡ôHÉF«á {c«Ñµƒz, hGd¡«Äá G’–ÉOjá d∏ôbÉHá Gdæƒhjá, hPd∂ ’ELôGA Yª∏«á
G’NàÑÉQ GŸ©≤óI.

�������������
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S°˘˘˘˘˘ƒ± J˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘ôì GŸª˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘ôH˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á Gdù°˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ƒOj˘˘˘˘á GCS°˘˘˘˘ÉhQ
GEdµÎhf«á dàëójó Gd¡ƒjá ÷ª«™ G◊éÉê GdƒGaójø GE¤

eµá MôU°É Y∏≈ S°Óeà¡º gòG Gd©ÉΩ. aƒa≤É ŸÉ PcôJ¬
hcÉdá QhjÎR, cÉ¿ YóO GŸàƒaÚ bó H∏≠ 0702MÉLÉ

NÓ∫ MÉOç GdàóGa™ Gdò… hb™ Yæó JÓb» G◊éÉê ‘
J≤ÉW™ HÉd≤ôÜ eø eµá GŸµôeá ‘ T°¡ô S°ÑàªÈ/GCj∏ƒ∫
GŸÉV°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘» e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉΩ GŸÉV°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘». hb˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Édâ hc˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘˘˘˘˘á G’Cf˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉA
Gdù°˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘ƒOj˘˘˘˘˘á GE¿ G’CS°˘˘˘˘ÉhQ S°˘˘˘˘ƒ± –à˘˘˘˘ƒ… Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ e˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘ƒe˘˘˘˘Éä
T°˘˘˘îü°˘˘«˘˘á hW˘˘Ñ˘˘«˘˘á e˘˘ø T°˘˘ÉCf˘˘¡˘˘É eù°˘˘ÉY˘˘óI Gdù°˘˘∏˘˘£˘˘Éä Y˘˘∏˘˘≈
JƒaÒ GdôYÉjá Gdü°ë«á h–ójó gƒjá G’CT°îÉU¢. cªÉ
S°ào©∏º gò√ G’CS°ÉhQ, GŸ≤Éheá d∏ªÉA hGŸàü°∏á Hæ¶ÉΩ

–ójó GŸƒGb™ Gd©ÉŸ» {L» H» GES¢z, G◊éÉê ÃƒGb«â
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eØÉYπ HôGcá G’EeÉQGJ» jæ¡» GNàÑÉQGä Gdù°Óeá ‘ GdƒMóI G’Ch¤ ............................................. 4
GŸª∏µá Gdù°©ƒOjá Jƒaô GCS°ÉhQ Pc«á d∏ëéÉê ............................................................................................. 4

eôS°≈ eƒê Gd©ªÉÊ j©õR Gdù°Óeá HÈfÉeè J©≤Ö Lójó ................................................................. 5

	���$&�:
b£ô Jî£ƒ fëƒ Gdà≤óΩ

���� ��
 #�� ����� �%���$�!:
Gdà£ƒQGä:J£ƒQGä Gdù°ƒ¥.

–∏«Óä:Gdôeõ GdµƒO… ŸµÉaëá G◊ôj≥ hMªÉjá G’ChQGì d∏óaÉ´ GŸóÊ ‘ OH», eƒD“ô
GŸÉFóI GŸù°àójôI d∏ü°ëá hGdù°Óeá hGdÑ«Äá, Gd©ªπ HÉCeÉ¿ ‘ G’CeÉcø Gd©Éd«á.
a©Éd«Éä: e©ôV¢ GChaù°«∂, eƒD“ô H∏ójá OH» dÓEL¡ÉO G◊ôGQ…, GŸ∏à≤≈ Gÿ∏«é»
dÓCeø, GŸ©ôV¢ Gdù°©ƒO… dÓCeø heµÉaëá G◊ôj≥ hGdù°Óeá, e©ôV¢ YÉ⁄ GÿõGfÉä.

moc.selrahcniala@kiantap.atinohr :ينورتكلإ ديرب- كانتاب اتينور :طسو"ا قرشلا ةررحم

ـ تفورك وردنأ ـ يجالاب اجودنيس ـ ورياب يتيريه ـ يب هيإ تناشارب:ميمصتلاو ريرحتلا قيرف

تاسارب ـ كينتاب اتينور ـ لكيام موت ـ اكنيوج وشناميه ـ سإ يج تاــناــــجنار ـ زيفيد ساموت

.زرتوو زيول ـ سيكاماسلاف يكن ـ تبيت از ـ ابراكناش

 ارشيم يمنات:ةلجملا تاعيبم ريدم
- +٤٤ )٠(٦٧٠٠٣٧٩٧٠٢ :سكاف ،+٤٤ )٠(٦٧٦٧٤٣٨٧٠٢ :فتاه
moc.selrahcniala@arhsim.yamnat:ينورتكلإ ديرب

تافوتوب شيكار :طسو"ا قرشلا تاعيبم ريدم
 :ينورتكلإ ديرب  -+١٧٩ )٤(١٦٢٩٨٤٤ : سكاف+١٧٩ )٤(٠٦٢٩٨٤٤: فـتاه

:يسيئرلا بتكملا
KU ,XE0 W1WS nodnoL ,ecalP ronevsorG rewoL31-11 ,esuoH ytisrevinU ,dtL gnihsilbuP selrahC nialA
6700379702 )0(44+ :xaF ,6767438702 )0(44+ :leT

:يميلق0ا طسو"ا قرشلا بتكم
A/2 .oN tfoL ,512 ecfifO ,CLL-ZF tsaE elddiM selrahC nialA

.ةدحتملا ةيبرعلا تارام6ا ـ مالع7ل يبد ةنيدم ـ٧٠٢٢٠٥:ديرب قودنص

+١٧٩ )٤(١٦٢٩٨٤٤ : سكاف+١٧٩ )٤(٠٦٢٩٨٤٤: فـتاه

تياوه ايفوص ـ يلليناروم الليتانود ـ راموك لييناتان ـ نيج اتكين ـ يتروباركاش اكنايرب:جاتن0ا

moc.selrahcniala@noitcudorp:ينورتكلإ ديرب
moc.selrahcniala@noitalucric :ينورتكلإ ديرب :تاكارتش0ا
ماهدروف كن :رشانلا

يدناب يفاليب :رشنلا ةريدم
ماهدروف كيرد :ةراد0ا سلجم سيئر

:ةدحتملا تايالولاب يدــيربلا لـــيكولا
عبرأ اهرشنتtsaE elddiM ytiruceS & ytefaS ,htlaeHطسو"ا قرشلا ـ نم"او ةمالسلاو ةحصلا ةرشن

 رشنلل زلراشت نالآ راد ،ماعلا يف \رالود٩٩ ءاقل ةنسلا يف تارم
.KU ,XE0 W1WS nodnoL ,ecalP ronevsorG rewoL31-11 ,esuoH ytisrevinU ,gnihsilbuP selrahC nialA

يبد ـ تارام6ا ةعبطم:ةعابطلا

se.ratsivom@niddezze :ينورتكلإ ديرب-  يلع .م نيدلازع:مجرتملا

moc.liamg@227rajjanla:ينورتكلإ ديرب- راجنلا ملسم دمحم : ينفلا جارخ0او ميمصتلا

.عبطلا تقو دنع ةحيحص تناك ةعوبطملا هذه يف تامولعملا ةفاك
7384-9502 :NSSI .tsaE elddiM weiveR ytiruceS & ytefaS ,htlaeH
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Al Garawi Group ....................................................................................................................22

Al Majdal Trading Co. LLC ....................................................................................................19

ATG Glove Solutions ................................................................................................................7

Bauer Kompressoren GCC FZE ............................................................................................9

DMG World Media Abu Dhabi Ltd ....................................................................................15

Dubai Cables Company........................................................................................................13

Euro Petroleum Consultants DMCC ..................................................................................39

Evac+Chair International Limited ......................................................................................47

IIR Exhibitions............................................................................................................................4

Karam Safety DMCC ..............................................................................................................21

Muscat Expo LLC ....................................................................................................................29

RRC Training ............................................................................................................................37

Schefferville Trading LLC ......................................................................................................25

Tank International Petroleum Equipment ........................................................................2

VF Imagewear Majestic UK Ltd*..........................................................................................3
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